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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2019-20

Dear Stakeholders,
It gives me great pleasure to share with you the ﬁrst edition of the
Annual Sustainability Report for KPIT Technologies in its new avatar.
As you are aware, we underwent corporate restructuring last year and
now focus on providing embedded software and technology solutions to
the automotive and mobility industry.
The world of mobility is going through a paradigm shift, something that
has not been witnessed in the past 100 years. This shift is largely driven
by electronics and software. We are fortunate to be at the right place and
at the right time to ride on the opportunities presented by this perfect
storm of technology shifts & business model changes. We want to be a
From the
Chairman’s Desk

Ravi Pandit

key participant in this shift in building a new world of mobility.
KPIT Vision:
Reimagining mobility with you for creation of
a cleaner, smarter & safer world
Let us look at the vision in greater details:
Reimagining: The paradigm shift in mobility allows us to think afresh.
We will achieve this by
• Building Platforms, Tools, Accelerators, Innovative business models
using domain knowledge.
• Delivering globally with diverse teams in cultures, languages, and
thoughts.
• Learning and applying transformational technologies
(Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Digital, Big Data)
Mobility: Technologies that enable people and goods to move in a cleaner,
smarter and safer way. This includes passenger, commercial & off-highway
vehicles and organizations that offer mobility as a service.
With you: Every KPIT Stakeholder is a key participant in this vision
• Clients - Accelerating the realization of our clients vision
• Employees - Providing an opportunity for our freethinking
entrepreneurial employees to paint on this canvas while building on our
strong foundation
• Partnership - Partnering with our clients, mobility ecosystem,
stakeholders, universities, research organizations, and other
inﬂuencers to make the vision a reality.
This report is for the ﬁnancial year 2019-20 and covers all major initiatives
undertaken over the past ﬁscal year and their results.
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Sustainability is deeply rooted in our work culture
and we take a holistic view of it by focusing on
areas that provide long term value for all relevant
stakeholders – investors, partners, clients,
employees, and the society.

Enabling a sustainable environment for
business operations.
Being a socially responsible company specialized
in embedded software, AI & digital solutions for
automobile and mobility, KPIT neither consumes

The key areas where we focus our efforts on

non-renewable resources of energy nor does it

sustainable development are:

generate process waste or emissions as compared

• Developing smart, safe and sustainable

to the conventional manufacturing industry. Due

products, solutions and services for mobility
• Enabling a sustainable environment for our
business operations
• Engaging in community initiatives for sustainable
development of the society

to the nature of our business, we utilize resources
like energy, water, and other secondary resources.
While we do acknowledge its impact on the
environment, we have robust processes and
systems in place to identify, quantify, and reduce
such impact on the environment. Highlighted
below are some of those processes and systems.

Developing smart, safe and
sustainable products, solutions and
services for mobility

KPIT Green Campus:
The facility is built keeping in mind maximizing
natural lighting, ventilation and open spaces and

We work on building software driven technology

recyclability and reuse of resources like water.

solutions for the automotive and mobility industry.

This, as a result, has enabled optimum energy

These solutions are aligned to the industry trends

utilization to provide water efficiency and a

and requirements. The internal teams are

low lifecycle maintenance cost.

structured to invest and build specialized
solutions for automotive in the domains

Power Saving:

of - Autonomous Driving and Advanced Driver

As a responsible corporate, KPIT has been

Assistance Systems (ADAS), Electric and

undertaking various initiatives to reduce energy

Conventional Powertrain, Vehicle Diagnostics,

consumption that has resulted in a reduction of

Connected Vehicles, AUTOSAR and Vehicle

9% KWH units per person in the last year and an

Networks and Mechatronics.

overall reduction of 35% in energy consumption
over the past years.

The year 2019-20 was our ﬁrst full ﬁnancial year
as an engineering services company focused on
automotive and mobility. We delivered an
industry-leading double-digit growth. Our revenue
for the ﬁnancial year stood at $303.8 Million, a
Y-o-Y growth of 12.2%.
This ﬁnancial year was very important to us as we
set out with our sharper focus on Automotive and
Mobility, we are focusing on our T-25 strategic
accounts and are ready to capture the
opportunities with these clients. Our T-25 clients
have grown by 19.1% in FY19-20 with revenue share
at 83.1% against 78.2% in FY18-19.

Lighting:
Apart from using natural lighting, energy-efficient
LED lights are installed all across campus for
artiﬁcial lighting.
Water Management:
Water is used only for domestic purposes and is
the second-largest natural resource consumed by
KPIT. An estimated 80% of the water gets treated
through STP and is recycled & used for ﬂushing
and gardening purposes. Apart from the recycling
of water, several other initiatives are also
undertaken to reduce the consumption of
freshwater.
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Waste Management: At KPIT Campus

environment-related issues ranging from

Due to the nature of our business, waste

afforestation drives to river cleaning activities and

generation is limited and restricted primarily to

various other activities.

municipal solid waste (MSW). Other wastes
include e-waste and a small proportion of

Education:

hazardous waste like lead-acid batteries,

KPIT has always been at the forefront of various

electrical waste, waste lube oil, etc. Our waste

education initiatives. We believe that through

management practice seeks to reduce the

knowledge and growth for everyone, we can truly

environmental impact of this limited waste to the

bring immense change in society and the country.

maximum extent possible by a reduction in
generation and segregation at source.

Apart from the school kit drive and the book
donation drive, KPIT’s major focus is on nurturing

Occupational Health and Safety:

the scientiﬁc temper at various level with

KPIT has always considered its employees as the

programs like vSolve2020 and Chhote Scientists

most valuable asset of the organization. Towards

at the school level, KPIT Sparkle 2020 at the

this end, KPIT constantly undertakes initiatives to

graduate and post-graduate levels, and KPIT

ensure the safety and well-being of its employees

Shodh award 2020 at the Ph.D. and research

at the workplace as well as while they work

levels.

remotely during these times of COVID-19 crisis.
Employee Engagement

Engaging in community initiatives for
sustainable development of the society
KPIT's incorporation as a new corporate
entity has realigned the CSR policy to have a
stronger commitment towards the community.
We demonstrate this commitment across all the
regions of KPIT's global presence. This year our
employees along with their family members
formed the core of the synergistic effort in
creating long-lasting impact across the focus
areas of education, environment, and employee
engagement. We ﬁrmly believe, through
technology and innovation, KPIT can add
signiﬁcant value to the communities worldwide.
At KPIT, we have the following focus areas when it
comes to community initiatives
Environment:

At KPIT we encourage employee engagement and
participation in our CSR activities. All the CSR
activities, be it blood donation camps, rice
plantation drive, Annadaan campaign, or in-house
celebrations like Rakshabandhan, Independence
Day, etc. received a great amount of response
from our employee volunteers.
Awards and Recognition
We received the ‘Adam Smith Award for the Best
‘Account Receivables (AR) Solution’ at Adam Smith
Awards Asia 2019 in Singapore.
On the HR front, we were awarded the ‘Innovation
in Retention Strategy’ award for achieving and
sustaining industry-leading retention by the World
HRD Congress in Mumbai.
Further, we also received several “Excellent
Partner” awards from our clients in 2019.

Staying true to our commitment towards making a
cleaner world, we celebrated Environment Week in
the ﬁrst week of June 2019 at our office locations
with great enthusiasm. Various events were
organized to create awareness about
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Looking Forward
Driving efficiency in operations and strengthening

On our role in building a newer and better world.

the foundations of the business.

The rapid outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID – 19)

KPIT had strong growth in FY19-20 and was getting

has presented an alarming health crisis that the

ready for a similar growth year in FY20-21 until

world is grappling with. The impacts of COVID-19

things started changing fast towards the end of

pandemic are unfolding in real-time. The outbreak

FY19-20 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

is expected to have an impact on the economies
of the affected countries and the international

At KPIT, we have put the safety of our employees

markets.

and health of the business at the forefront of our
planning during these times of unprecedented

Moreover, it has also brought the world to a

crisis. We have worked on bringing appropriate

crossroad where we are forced to think if life will

changes in our business model to tackle the

be as usual or will we have to rethink on how we

possible future uncertainties in economic

build our future cities and economies. Will we go

conditions due to the global pandemic and have

back to building cities with choked streets and

taken appropriate measures. Further, to save jobs

roads that claim thousands of lives in accidents

we have stayed away from layoffs and instead

every year? Will we go back to building cities with

have implemented salary restructuring at various

overpopulated slums and stressed and

levels to control our cost structure. Moreover, to

unaffordable healthcare? Or, are we going to

deal with the crisis, we have formed a dedicated

rethink on building cities that are not only smart

team of key decision-makers to ensure business

but also sustainable in true sense? Are we going

continuity and fulﬁllment of our client

to empower the 70% of the country’s population

commitments. We will continue to build on the

that’s dependent on agriculture such that farming

work we have done over the past years to drive

becomes more sustainable, environment and

efficiency in operations and strengthen the

farmer friendly and in truest sense, green for the

foundations of the business.

earth and economically viable for the farmers?
At KPIT, through the products we develop, by the
way we run our own operations and through social
work that we do, we are deeply committed to play
our role in building a newer and better world.
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By the nature of our work, the solutions we develop, by the way we run our own
operations and through social work that we do, we are deeply committed to play our role
in building a newer and better world. From contributing the next generation of electric,
autonomous and connected vehicles to building office campuses that are green and
sustainable to supporting communities and causes, we are reimagining mobility with you
for creation of a cleaner, smarter & safer world.
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1.1 About the company and
FY20 business update
KPIT is a global technology company with software

Mechatronics. In each of these areas, KPIT

solutions that will help mobility leapfrog towards

develops solutions, platforms, tools, and

autonomous, clean, smart, and connected future.

accelerators, which help its clients launch their

With 7000+ Automobelievers across the globe,

products faster to market. In addition, KPIT has

specializing in embedded software, AI & Digital

capabilities in feature development, system

solutions, KPIT enables customers to accelerate

engineering and software integration.

the implementation of next-generation mobility

KPIT focuses on three verticals within the

technologies.

Automotive and Mobility industry - Passenger
Vehicles, Commercial Vehicles, and New Mobility.

KPIT offers services and solutions across the

These companies who are leaders in their space

various sub-systems in a vehicle. These services

have worldwide presence and as technology

are software centered and are knowledge

partner - KPIT works with them across the globe

intensive.

including Europe, USA, Japan, China, Thailand, and
India. Aligned to our vision, KPIT focuses on T-25

KPIT’s offerings are segmented into the six

strategic accounts and are ready to capture

practices which are: Autonomous Driving & ADAS,

opportunities from the higher growth in software

Electric & Conventional Powertrain, Connected

and engineering spend.

Vehicles, Vehicle Diagnostics, AUTOSAR, and

Global delivery mechanism through our "Centers of Excellence”

Europe:
Munich, Coventry, Gothenburg
Wolfsburg, Dortmund, Amsterdam, Milan
and Stockholm

Americas:
Novi, MI
Columbus, IN
Betterndorf, IA
Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Asia:
Pune
Bangalore
Bangkok
Shanghai
Tokyo
Seoul
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The domain of mobility is in for a paradigm shift, a
shift that has not been witnessed in the last 100
years. The automotive industry is growing fast and

1.3 Enterprises Risk Management (ERM)
Framework
The Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) policy of

is very dynamic. Our clients are re-inventing

KPIT is supervised by the Executive Board and

themselves; some traditionally non-automotive

adopts a systematic approach for effective risk

companies are disrupting the existing business

management at all the levels of the organization.

models; software has become important and

ERM helps Integrate risk management with

critical part of the vehicle. We want to be a core

company strategy, planning and operations

participant in this shift to build a new world of

keeping in mind sustainability and business

mobility. We keep on investing in new research

continuity. It helps the Company in measurement,

and development. Every year about 4% of the

mitigation, monitor, report & review of the risks.

topline is invested into technology incubation,
co-innovating with clients and in collaboration

Risk identiﬁed are in the area of

with research labs and academia.

• Strategic Risk
• Operational Risks

FY20 was our ﬁrst full ﬁnancial year as an

• Financial Risks

engineering services company focused towards

• Economic & Political Risk

automotive and mobility and we delivered an

• Legal & Compliance Risk

Industry leading double-digit growth. Our $

• Reputational Risk

revenue for the year stood at $303.8 Million, a

• Data Privacy and Security Risk

Y-o-Y growth of 12.2%. Our T-25 customers grew

• IT & Physical Security Risk

by 19.1% in FY20 with revenue share at 83.1%
against 78.2% in FY19.

In addition to above risks, the Company has also
taken actions to mitigate impact due to change in

Passenger cars grew by 11.7% Y-o-Y, Commercial

business & operating environment due to

Vehicle saw a 20.2 % Y-o-Y growth. Europe was

COVID-19. Please refer to separate section on

the highest growing geography for us with 18.5%

Enterprise Risk Management in the Annual Report

Y-o-Y growth and US registered a healthy

2019-20 which is available on www.kpit.com.

double-digit Y-o-Y growth of 13.5%. Europe
geography’s growth was largely driven by
commercial vehicles segment, and a similar

1.4 Industry Recognition, Awards &
Leadership

broad-based growth was seen in the US

KPIT is driven by the Culture of Excellence. Given

geography.

below are some of the recognitions and awards

momentum in passenger car as well as

that KPIT and its leadership has received from its

1.2 Information about the Subsidiaries
KPIT has set up wholly owned subsidiaries in
Brazil, China, Germany, India, Japan, Netherlands,
Singapore, Thailand, United Kingdom and United
States of America. Further, the subsidiaries of KPIT
have branches in South Korea, Sweden and Italy in
order to give its local presence in the countries
where its customers operate and also to service

clients and the industry in the year FY2019-20.
From Clients
1. Awarded as “Excellent Partner 2019”
by Japanese OEM
2. Awarded as “Excellent Partner 2019”
for CoE strategy by leading Japanese Tier-1
3. Awarded as “Engineering Partner -2018”
strategy by Japanese Tier-1

its customers more efficiently. Local presence has
also helped the Company in building a diverse
workforce.
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Industry – Awards and Recognition

3. “Leapfrogging to Pole-vaulting” a book by

1. Received Adam Smith Award for the Best AR

Chairman and Group CEO Mr. S. B. (Ravi) Pandit

Solution at Adam Smith Awards Asia 2019 in

and eminent scientist Dr. Raghunath Mashelkar

Singapore.

won the “Business Book of the Year” award at

2. Awarded with Innovation in Retention Strategy
award for achieving and sustaining industry
leading retention by World HRD Congress in
Mumbai.
Other Awards and Recognition received by KPIT
Employees
1. Mr. S. B. (Ravi) Pandit – Chairman and Group
CEO, appointed to the Board of Governors of
the Academy of Scientiﬁc and Innovative
Research (AcSIR) - The Honorable Prime
Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi, as the
president of the Council of Scientiﬁc and
Industrial Research (CSIR) has nominated Mr. S.

the prestigious “Tata Literature Live! The
Mumbai LitFest 2019” awards.
4. Mr. Vinit Teredesai, was awarded “CFO Roll of
Honour 2020” for Excellence in Cash
Management from CFO India.
5. Dr. Manaswini Rath was awarded as “Women
leader of the organization” at The Women
Empowerment Summit and GIWL 2019.
6. Mr. Rajesh Singh – Head Global HR won the
Global HR Excellence Leadership Award by
World HRD Congress & Awards.

B. (Ravi) Pandit as a member to the Board of
Governance of the AcSIR.
2. Mr. Kishor Patil, CEO & MD of the Company was
awarded “CEO with HR Orientation” for
transformative people initiatives and impact.
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02

Corporate Governance
and Management Practices
2.1 Board composition
2.2 Board Committees
2.3 Board and Senior Management Compensation
2.4 Whistle Blower Policy
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Corporate Governance is deﬁned as how an

and efficient application of all best management

organization is governed in terms of legal, ethical,

practices and corporate & legal compliances, amid

ﬁnancial and societal aspects in the best possible

the contemporary and continually changing

manner. We at KPIT focus on what’s right for

business scenarios.

clients, employees, stakeholders and the
environment.

We believe practicing corporate governance to
ensure transparency in our corporate affairs and

At KPIT, the shared culture is built by focusing on

are committed to continuously scale up the

the value system and the leadership and training

corporate governance standards.

programs. We believe that it’s the values that we
inculcate helps us to do the right things when no

KPIT’s Corporate Governance framework has been

one is watching and that’s the cornerstone of the

built on a value system which has evolved over a

culture at KPIT.

period of time. The attributes of the value system
are as follows:

For KPIT, Corporate Governance is basically an
approach of managing efficiently and prudently all
the activities of a company, in order to make the
business stable and secure, growth-oriented,
maximally proﬁtable to its shareholders and highly
reputed and reliable among all customers and

• Customer Focus
• Respect for Individual
• Integrity
• Community Initiative
• Knowledge Worship

clients. At KPIT corporate governance practices

• Entrepreneurship and Innovation

reﬂect our value system encompassing our

• Teamwork and boundarylessness

culture, policies, and relationships with our
stakeholders. Integrity and transparency are key to
our corporate governance practices to ensure that
we gain and retain the trust of our stakeholders at
all times. At KPIT disclosures seek to attain the
best practices in corporate governance. We also
endeavor to enhance long-term shareholder value
and respect minority rights in all our business

2.1 Board composition
The composition of the Board is decided
considering the following criteria:
1. Compliance with statutory and regulatory norms
2. Appropriate mix of independent and
non-independent directors

decisions. The Company is directed and controlled

3. Entrepreneurship

in a way in order to achieve the goals and

4. Diversity

objectives to add value to the Company and also

5. Specialized knowledge in

beneﬁt the stakeholders in the long term.
At KPIT, the Board exercises its ﬁduciary
responsibilities in the widest sense of the term.
The Board Structure and Top Management are
directly and exclusively responsible for such
governance. For these purposes, the top
management must have ﬂawless and effective
control over all affairs of the organization, regular

a. Business Operations & Management
b. Technical expertise
c. Business operations at Global Level including
industry knowledge
d. Strategy and planning
e. Financial, treasury management and taxation
f. Governance, Compliance and Risk
Management

monitoring of all business activities and
transactions, proper care and concern for the
interest and beneﬁt of the shareholders and strict
compliances to regulatory and governmental
regulations. Thus, corporate governance is strict
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The Company has a judicious mix of Executive,

Prof. Alberto Sangiovanni Vincentelli was a

Non-Executive and Independent Directors on the

Co-founder of Cadence and Synopsys, two leading

Board which is essential to separate the two main

companies in the area of Electronic Design

Board functions viz. governance and management.

Automation. He is the Chief Technology Adviser of

Out of the total strength of nine Directors as on

Cadence. Prof. Alberto is a member of the Board

March 31, 2020, one is Non-Executive Chairman,

of Directors of Cadence and chairs its Technology

two are Executive Directors and six are

Committee. He was a member of the HP Strategic

Independent Directors. The Board members have

Technology Advisory Board. He is currently a

diverse background and possess rich experience

member of the Science and Technology Advisory

and expertise in various industries such as

Board of General Motors as well as a member of

automotive, energy & utilities, manufacturing,

the Technology Advisory Council of United

electronics, ﬁnance and research. The Company

Technologies Corporation. He is also a Professor in

has also laid down certain benchmarks for the

University of California, Berkeley and Department

qualiﬁcation of the Board members. There is a

of Electrical Engineering & Computer Sciences.

constant endeavor to align the qualiﬁcations of
the Directors with the ongoing trends in this

Mr. Anant Talaulicar holds a bachelor’s degree in

arena. Before inducting any new member, the

Mechanical Engineering from Mysore University, a

Board ensures that the new member conforms to

master’s degree from the University of Michigan in

the qualiﬁcation criteria laid down by the

Ann Arbor and an MBA degree from Tulane

Company. The qualiﬁcations prescribed by the

University, USA. He was the Chairman and

Company are as follows:

Managing Director of the Cummins Group in India

• Thought leadership
• Specialized skills
• Knowledge of the business
• Knowledge of the industry in which the
company operates or in which the company has
signiﬁcant interests
• Independence attributes for Independent
Directors
• Ability to devote necessary time
• Not holding membership in the board of
our competitors
The Independent Directors of the Company are
chosen keeping in mind the deﬁnition of
‘Independent Director’ as deﬁned in the Securities
and Exchange Board of India (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015
and the Companies Act, 2013. Apart from this, the
Company also has well deﬁned touchstones for
selecting the Independent Directors. The

from March 2004 through October 2017, was a
member of the Cummins Inc. global leadership
team from August 2009 till October 2017 and the
President of the Cummins Inc. Components Group
from 2010 through 2014. He has also served as the
Managing Director of Tata Cummins Private
Limited, a 50:50 joint venture between Cummins
Inc. and Tata Motors Limited. He has chaired the
boards of four other Cummins legal entities in
India as well. He worked as a ﬁnancial analyst,
manufacturing engineer, project manager, product
manager, strategy manager before taking various
general management positions. Since 2004, he
has also led the Cummins India Foundation which
has implemented sustainable community
initiatives such as model villages and higher
education. He has served as a member of the
Confederation of Indian Industries, Society of
Indian Automobile Manufacturers and Automobile
Components Manufacturers Association in the
past.

Independent Directors are prominent and
distinguished ﬁgures from the industry and have
an astute knowledge of the industry and business.
Currently, the Board comprises of following
Independent Directors:
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Mr. B V R Subbu is an automotive industry expert

specialization in Bank Management) Drexel

and a thought leader. He holds a post graduate

University, USA and C.A.I.I.B (Certiﬁed Associate of

degree in Economics from Jawaharlal Nehru

Indian Institute of Bankers). She was appointed as

University and a post graduate diploma from the

Chairman & Managing Director, Allahabad Bank on

Indian Institute of Foreign Trade. He was the

1st October 2012 and superannuated on 31st

President of Hyundai India. He was also

January 2014. Prior to this appointment, she was

extensively involved with the Tata Group holding

the Executive Director of Vijaya Bank for 34

various responsibilities, including responsibilities

months. Ms. Panse was also the Chairman of

in Tata Motors' Light Commercial Vehicles and

ALLBANK Finance Ltd, a subsidiary of the Bank

Multi Utility Vehicles business.

and Director on the Board of Universal Sompo
Insurance company, a joint venture company of

Mr. Nickhil Jakatdar is currently the CEO and

Allahabad Bank, Indian Overseas Bank, Karnataka

Cofounder of Vuclip, a global leader in the

Bank, Sompo of Japan and Dabar Company. She

Video-on-Demand space. Previously, he founded

was the General Manager in Bank of Maharashtra

and ran various startups, such as Timbre

and has shouldered the responsibility in almost all

Technologies (acquired by Tokyo Electron),

key segments of Banking, in various capacities –

Command CAD (acquired by Cadence Design

at Branches, Zonal Office and at Corporate Office.

Systems) and Praesagus (acquired by Cadence
Design Systems). He is also the founding member

We have Mr. Ravi Pandit, Co-Founder, Chairman &

of the Bhau Institute of Innovation,

Group CEO

Entrepreneurship and Leadership in Pune and is
an investor and advisor to Campﬁre Labs

Mr. S. B. (Ravi) Pandit is a co-founder, Chairman

(acquired by Groupon), ﬂutter.io (acquired by

and Group CEO of KPIT Technologies Limited. His

Google), Bash Gaming (acquired by GSN),

vision as the founder of KPIT has steered the

Shoptimize, PayActiv, Viewics (acquired by Roche),

Company toward achieving leadership position as

Jombay, Mezi (acquired by American Express) and

product engineering and IT consulting solutions

Blend, among others. He has been the recipient of

and services provider, to three industries namely

many awards from various organizations, including

automotive & transportation, manufacturing and

the Lifetime Achievement Award from College of

energy & utilities. He has been instrumental in

Engineering, Pune, the Institute of Electrical and

shaping KPIT’s vertical focus strategy and building

Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Best Paper Award in

a unique partnership model based on the tenets

Transactions on Semiconductor Manufacturing

of innovation and sustainable development. Mr.

and the Berkeley Distinguished Pioneer Award. He

Pandit holds a master’s degree in Management

has to his credit more than 20 conference papers

from Sloan School of Management, MIT,

and more than 60 issued patents. He holds a

Cambridge, USA. He is a gold medalist and fellow

bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering from

member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants

the College of Engineering, Pune and a master’s

of India and an associate member of the Institute

degree of Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering and

of Cost Accountants of India. He was the

Computer Science from the University of

President of the Mahratta Chamber of Commerce,

California, Berkeley in 2000.

Industries and Agriculture during 2004-2006. He
has been awarded the Rotary Excellence Award

Ms. Shubhalakshmi Panse holds a M.Sc. degree

for exemplary leadership and outstanding

from Pune University, D.B.M.(Diploma in Business

performance and honored with the Maharashtra

Management), M.M.S (master’s in management

Corporate Excellence (MAXELL) Awards for

sciences with specialization in Financial

Excellence in Entrepreneurship and for his

Management), Pune University and M.B.A.

contribution to the economic and industrial

(master’s in business administration with

development of Pune City.
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During the year under review, the shareholders

Sachin Tikekar, President and Board Member

have approved appointment of Mr. S. B. (Ravi)

Mr. Sachin Tikekar is a Co-founder and President

Pandit as a Chairman and Executive Director of

of KPIT Technologies Limited. Having been with

the Company with effect from January 16, 2019,

the Company since the beginning, he has provided

for a period ending March 28, 2020 and thereafter

leadership and guidance in many different areas

as a Chairman and Non-Executive Director of the

of the Company. In his current role, Mr. Sachin

Company with effect from March 29, 2020.

Tikekar is the Executive Sponsor responsible for
driving sustainable business growth across all of

We also have following Executive Directors:

Asia and he leads our initiatives to launch
innovative products and platforms. In both roles,

Kishor Patil, Co-Founder, CEO & Managing Director

he is intrinsically involved in managing and
growing strategic relationships with key customers

Mr. Kishor Patil is a Co-founder, CEO & Managing

and partners. He holds a Masters’ degree in

Director of KPIT. He guides overall management of

Strategic Management and International Finance

the Company and is responsible for customer

from Temple University's Fox School of Business

delivery units and support functions and ensuring

and Management, Pennsylvania. He is also on

efficient and effective functioning of the

board of Nostrum High Performance, Inc. Mr.

organization as a whole. He has a particular focus

Tikekar is a member of the World Wildlife

and vision for growing products and platforms.

Federation and pursues his fascination with

Under his leadership, KPIT has ﬁled more than 60

wildlife, nature and adventure through travelling.

patents, has developed over 100 IPs in
cutting-edge technologies in its focus areas, and

2.2 Board Committees

has won several national and international awards

The company takes various initiatives to ensure

including the Wall Street Journal Technology
Innovation Award and Knowledge@Wharton
Technovation Award. Mr. Patil is a member of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and an
associate member of the Institute of Cost
Accountants of India. In 2014, Mr. Patil was
honored with the CA Business Leader
Award - Corporate award, by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India. For his excellence
in entrepreneurship, he was honored with the
Maharashtra Corporate Excellence (MAXELL)
Awards 2014. In 2013, Mr. Patil was named among
the top 16 entrepreneurs in India by Ernst and
Young in its Entrepreneur of the Year award
program, recognized among the Top 50 CEOs of
2013 by The Entrepreneur Magazine and awarded
the 2013 Rotary Excellence Award. He is a proliﬁc
speaker and has presented at various national and
international forums including the World
Economic Forum (WEF), on topics such as
entrepreneurship, innovation, building high

the active participation of the Directors,
particularly, the Non-Executive Directors, in the
decision-making and review processes some of
which are given below:
1. All the committees of the Board are chaired by
Independent Directors. The Company has the
following Committees:
a. Audit Committee
b. Nomination and Remuneration (HR)
Committee
c. Stakeholders Relationship Committee
d. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Committee
e. Enterprise Risk Management Committee
2. The Board of Directors have an Annual Strategy
Meet to deliberate on the Annual Operating
Plans (AOPs), review the status of the plan and
set the direction for long range plans.

performance organizations and business
transformation.
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A. The Audit Committee has been set up

5. reviewing, with the management, the

consisting of three Independent Directors,

quarterly ﬁnancial statements before

Currently, Ms. Shubhalakshmi Panse is the

submission to the Board for approval;

Chairperson of this Committee, Mr. Anant
Talaulicar & Mr. B V R Subbu are the other
members. All members of this Committee are
ﬁnancially literate. The committee plays a major
role in reviewing and improving internal
controls, internal audit function, ﬁnancial
reporting, reviewing the performance of
statutory and internal auditors and code of
conduct. The role and objectives of the
committee include:
1. oversight of the ﬁnancial reporting process
and the disclosure of its ﬁnancial
information to ensure that the ﬁnancial
statements are correct, sufficient and
credible;
2. recommendation for appointment,
remuneration and terms of appointment of
auditors of the Company;
3. approval of payment to statutory auditors for
any other services rendered by the statutory
auditors;
4. reviewing, with the management, the annual
ﬁnancial statements and auditor's report
thereon before submission to the Board for
approval, with particular reference to:
a. matters required to be included in the
director’s responsibility statement to be
included in the Board’s report in terms of
clause (c) of sub-section (3) of Section 134
of the Companies Act, 2013;
b. changes, if any, in accounting policies and
practices and reasons for the same;
c. major accounting entries involving
estimates based on the exercise of
judgment by management;
d. signiﬁcant adjustments made in the
ﬁnancial statements arising out of audit
ﬁndings;
e. compliance with listing and other legal
requirements relating to ﬁnancial
statements;
f. disclosure of any related party
transactions;
g. modiﬁed opinion(s) in the draft audit

6. reviewing, with the management, the
statement of uses / application of funds
raised through an issue (public issue, rights
issue, preferential issue, etc.), the
statement of funds utilized for purposes
other than those stated in the offer
document / prospectus / notice and the
report submitted by the monitoring agency,
monitoring the utilization of proceeds of a
public or rights issue and making
appropriate recommendations to the Board
to take up steps in this matter;
7. reviewing and monitoring the auditor’s
independence and performance, and
effectiveness of audit process;
8. approval or any subsequent modiﬁcation of
transactions of the Company with related
parties;
9. scrutiny of inter-corporate loans and
investments;
10. valuation of undertakings or assets of the
Company, wherever it is necessary;
11. evaluation of internal ﬁnancial controls and
risk management systems;
12. reviewing, with the management,
performance of statutory and internal
auditors, adequacy of the internal control
systems;
13. reviewing the adequacy of internal audit
function, if any, including the structure of
the internal audit department, staffing and
seniority of the official heading the
department, reporting structure coverage
and frequency of internal audit;
14. discussion with internal auditors of any
signiﬁcant ﬁndings and follow up there on;
15. reviewing the ﬁndings of any internal
investigations by the internal auditors into
matters where there is suspected fraud or
irregularity or a failure of internal control
systems of a material nature and reporting
the matter to the Board;

report;
Sustainability Report 2019-20
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16. discussion with statutory auditors before the

28. approval or any subsequent modiﬁcation of

audit commences, about the nature and scope

transactions of the company with related

of audit as well as post-audit discussion to

parties.

ascertain any area of concern;
17. to look into the reasons for substantial

B. The Company has set-up a Nomination and

defaults in the payment to the depositors,

Remuneration (HR) Committee. consisting of

debenture holders, shareholders (in case of

three Independent Directors and one

non-payment of declared dividends) and

Non-executive Director. Currently Mr. Anant

creditors;

Talaulicar chairs this Committee, Ms.

18. to review the functioning of the whistle blower
mechanism;
19. approval of appointment of chief ﬁnancial

Shubhalakshmi Panse, Mr. B V R Subbu and Mr.
S. B. (Ravi) Pandit are the other members of the
Committee. Its role and objectives include:

officer after assessing the qualiﬁcations,
experience and background, etc. of the
candidate;
20. carrying out any other function as is

All people-related matters including:
i.

formulation of the criteria for determining
qualiﬁcations, positive attributes and

mentioned in the terms of reference of the

independence of a director and recommend

audit committee;

to the Board of Directors a policy relating to,

21. management discussion and analysis of
ﬁnancial condition and results of operations;
22. statement of signiﬁcant related party

the remuneration of the directors, key
managerial personnel and other employees;
ii. formulation of criteria for evaluation of

transactions (as deﬁned by the audit

performance of independent directors and

committee), submitted by management;

the board of directors;

23. management letters / letters of internal
control weaknesses issued by the statutory
auditors;
24. internal audit reports relating to internal
control weaknesses;
25. the appointment, removal and terms of
remuneration of the chief internal auditor shall
be subject to review by the audit committee;
26. reviewing the utilization of loans and/or

iii. devising a policy on diversity of Board of
Directors;
iv. identifying persons who are qualiﬁed to
become directors and who may be
appointed in senior management in
accordance with the criteria laid down, and
recommend to the Board of Directors their
appointment and removal;
v. decide whether to extend or continue the

advances from investment by the holding

term of appointment of the independent

company in the subsidiary exceeding Rs.100

director, on the basis of the report of

Crores or 10% of the asset size of the

performance evaluation of independent

subsidiary whichever is lower including existing

directors.

loan / advances / investments existing as on
the date of coming into force of this provision.
27. statement of deviations:
a) quarterly statement of deviation(s) including

vi. recommend to the Board all remuneration in
whatever form payable to senior
management
vii. identifying persons who are qualiﬁed to

report of monitoring agency, if applicable,

become directors and who may be

submitted to stock exchange(s) in terms of

appointed in senior management in

Regulation 32(1);

accordance with the criteria laid down and

b) annual statement of funds utilized for

recommend to the board of directors their

purposes other than those stated in the

appointment and removal and shall specify

offer document / prospectus / notice in

the manner for effective evaluation of

terms of Regulation 32(7).

performance of Board,
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vii. its committees and individual directors to

E. The Company has set up a Risk Management

be carried out either by the Board, by the

Committee with the effect from July 26, 2019

Committee or by an independent external

which consists of three Independent Directors.

agency and review its implementation and

Currently Ms. Shubhalakshmi Panse is the

compliance.

Chairperson of this Committee, Mr. Anant

viii. formulating the criteria for determining

Talaulicar and Mr. B V R Subbu are the other

qualiﬁcations, positive attributes and

members of the Committee. The Company has

independence of a director and recommend

an integrated approach to managing the risks

to the Board a policy, relating to the

inherent in the various aspects of business. As

remuneration for the directors, key

a part of this approach, the Company’s Board is

managerial personnel and other employees.

responsible for monitoring risk levels according
to various parameters and ensuring

C. The Company has formed a Stakeholders
Relationship Committee to look into
shareholder-related matters consisting of Mr. B
V R Subbu as the Chairman of the Committee,
Mr. Sachin Tikekar and Mr. Kishor Patil are the
other members of the Committee. The role and
objectives of the Committee is to consider and
resolve the grievances of the security holders of
the Company including complaints related to
transfer of shares, non-receipt of annual report,
non-receipt of declared dividends and approval
of matters relating share transfers except those
which have been delegated to the Registrar &
Share Transfer Agent.
D. The Company has set-up a Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) Committee to oversee the
discharge of Corporate Social Responsibility
obligations, as required under Section 135 of
the Companies Act, 2013. The Committee
consists of Mr. Anant Talaulicar is the Chairman
of the Committee. Mr. S. B. (Ravi) Pandit and Mr.
Sachin Tikekar are the other members of the
Committee. The role and objectives of the
Committee are:
i. formulation and recommendation of CSR
policy to the Board;
ii. identiﬁcation of activities to be undertaken
by the company;
iii. recommendation of amount of expenditure

implementation of mitigation measures, if
required.

2.3 Board and Senior Management
Compensation
The compensation of the Board is determined in
accordance with the following parameters:
Legal considerations:
This considers the maximum limit set out by the
Companies Act, 2013 and the rules made
thereunder for remunerating Executive and
Non-Executive Directors and is primarily based
on the performance & proﬁt of the Company for
the ﬁnancial year.
Best Practices:
• Remuneration to Executive Directors consists of
a ﬁxed component and a performance-based
incentive. These are based on the individual
performance of the director and the overall
performance of the Company.
• Remuneration to Non-Executive Directors is
based on the director’s chairmanship/
membership of the Board Committees,
contribution of the Director to the Company’s
business outside the Board/Committee
Meetings and the duration of directorship
during the year.

on CSR activities;
iv. monitor the CSR policy from time to time
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Compensation of Independent Directors is

website of the Company for effective circulation

decided based on the following factors:

and implementation. The purpose of this policy is

• Attendance at Board meetings
• Attendance at Board committee meetings
• Chairmanship of the Board committees
• Contribution at the Board and committee
meetings
• Guidance and support provided to senior
management of the Company outside the
Board meetings
• Industry practices
• Performance evaluation and
• Performance of the Company
Similarly, compensation of the Senior Management
consists of a ﬁxed salary component and variable
pay. The variable pay is dependent on the
performance of the individual and that of the
Company.

2.4 Whistle Blower Policy

to establish procedures for the:
1. receipt, retention and treatment of complaints
received by the Company regarding improper
activities, ﬁnancial or otherwise, in the
Company and
2. submission by Whistle Blower on a conﬁdential
and / or anonymous basis, of concerns
regarding improper activities.
The purpose of this policy is also to state clearly
and unequivocally that the Company prohibits
discrimination, harassment and / or retaliation
against any Whistle Blower who:
1. raises concerns against improper activities or
2. provides information or otherwise assists in an
investigation or proceeding regarding improper
activities.

In an effort to demonstrate the highest standards
of transparency, the Company has adopted the

The Policy also aims to protect any Whistle Blower

‘Vigil Mechanism’ and ‘Whistle Blower Policy’,

who legitimately and in good faith raises concerns

which has established a mechanism for

or provides information against improper

employees to express and report their concerns to

activities.

the management in a fearless manner about
unethical behavior, fraud, violation of the code of

Everyone in the Company is responsible for

conduct or ethics. This mechanism also provides

ensuring that the workplace is free from all forms

for adequate safeguards against victimization of

of discrimination, harassment and retaliation

employees who avail this mechanism and also

prohibited by this policy. No employee or Director

provide direct access to the Chairman and

of the Company has the authority to engage in any

members of the Audit Committee in exceptional

conduct prohibited by this Policy.

cases. This policy has been uploaded on the
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03

Innovation at KPIT
3.1 Domain wise breakup of all patents ﬁled
3.2 Technical Publications
3.3 KPIT Sparkle 2020
3.4 KPIT Shodh Awards
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Innovation is at the core at whatever we do at KPIT. The innovative mindset is key to our vision of
‘Reimagining mobility with you for creation of a cleaner, smarter & safer world’. Initiatives like KPIT Sparkle
and KPIT Shodh awards apart from the focus on contribution to the body of knowledge forms an integral
part of KPIT’s continuous and sincere efforts to nurture the culture of innovation.

3.1 Domain wise breakup of all patents ﬁled

Automotive (ADAS) - 17

Autonomous
Vehicle - 03

Fuel Cell – 05

Automotive
(Hybrid) – 08

Others (Energy, BMS, Infotainment, EV,
Autosar, Diagnostics, etc.)- 12

During the year, total patents ﬁled - 4 patents (3 complete specs and 1 provisional)
and total no. of patents granted- 6.

3.2 Technical Publications
Sr. No.

Paper Title

Conference

Domain

1.

Identiﬁcation of living
human objects from
collapsed architecture
debris to improve the
disaster rescue
operations using IoT and
Augmented Reality

21st International
Conference on Human
Computer Interaction
2019, US

Process innovation, Internet of Things,
Augmented Reality, Wearable, Drones,
Disaster Management, Rescue operations

2.

Scenario Based
Validation Approach for
Commercial Vehicles

SAE Technical Papers

AD- Validation

3.

Path Tracking and
Control for Parallel
Parking

IEEE ICIPRoB 2020

Intelligent Transport System, Fuzzy Logic,
Parallel Parking

4.

Studying the role of
online course attributes’
during selection by user
experience professionals

Human Interaction and
Emerging Technologies
(IHIET 2020, Paris,
France)

Human Computer Interaction
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3.3 KPIT Sparkle 2020
Now in its 7th edition, KPIT Sparkle brings industry

post-graduate and PhD courses from science,

and academia together to shape the innovations

engineering, design and management colleges and

of the future. Faculty and students of

universities across India with an opportunity to

undergraduate, post-graduate and PhD courses,

develop smart, safe and clean solutions for the

from the Science, Engineering, Design and

energy and transportation sectors.

Management streams of colleges and universities
across India, ﬁnd a platform at KPIT Sparkle.

The Top 30 teams presented working prototypes
of their solutions at the grand ﬁnale held at the

The theme for the sixth edition of KPIT Sparkle

Pimpri Chinchwad College of Engineering (PCCOE)

2020 was “Mobility & Energy for the Future”.

on March 1, 2020.

The event was held on February 29, and March 1,

i can crack IT challenge, which invited students

2020 at the Pimpri Chinchwad College of

and faculty members from science, engineering,

Engineering (PCCOE), Akurdi – Pune. This year the

design and management colleges, and universities

contest attracted participation from 1000+

to solve industry problems provided by a team of

colleges in 25 States & 4 Union Territories of India,

technical experts from KPIT.

representing an astonishing 20000+ students
through 3000+ projects. Highlights for this year

Padma Vibhushan Dr. Anil Kakodkar, (Chairman,

was the increased participation from premier

Rajiv Gandhi Science and Technology Commission

institutes (IITs – 17, NITs – 21).

and former Chairman, Atomic Energy
Commission), was the Chief Guest at the event.

This year, KPIT Sparkle featured two competitions:
Dr. Unnat Pandit, Program Director, Atal Innovation
i Innovate, a design and development challenge,

Mission, NITI Aayog and Dr. Anita Gupta, Adviser &

which received more than 3000 ideas from over

Associate Head (Innovation & Entrepreneurship),

20,000 students across more than 1000 colleges

Department of Science & Technology (DST) were

in India. It provided students of undergraduate,

special guests at the event.
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The awards were as follows:

i Innovate:
Prize

Name

Project Title

College

Gold Award

Team Detox

Modiﬁed Vertical Axis
Wind Turbine

Army Institute of
Technology, Pune

Silver 1

Team Zinc Air

Eco-Friendly Batteries for
Electric Vehicle

Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for
Advanced Scientiﬁc Research

Silver 2

Team Vortex

Vortex Energy Generator

Indian Institute of Technology
Kharagpur, Kharagpur

Most Popular
Award

Team Bio

Microalgae Hydrogen Production
using Pollutant Consuming
Photobioreactor

St. Xaviers Catholic College of
Engineering, Kanyakumari
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i can crack IT:

Incubation opportunities:

The winners include the following,

This year there was a pitch session organized a

who won Rs 50,000 each.

day before the event for the Incubation center to

• Himanshu Sharma, Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT), Goa
• Anup Kanare, Vidya Prasarni Sabha’s College of
Engineering & Technology, Pune
• Prajakta Pokharnikar, Akhilesh Magdum, Prof.
Madhura Raste, Annasaheb Dange College of
Engineering & Technology, Sangli
• Shreyas Thombare and Prof. Sanjay Mohite,
D.Y Patil Institute of Engineering & Technology,
Pune
This year the MILAAP 2020 event was also
organized as a part of KPIT Sparkle which extends
as an incubation center and Incubatee meetup
event. This event was arranged to support budding

shortlist the ideas which can be incubated at their
centers.
KPIT partnered with the Centre for Innovation
Incubation & Entrepreneurship (CIIE), IIM
Ahmedabad; Incubation Cell, Science and
Technology Park, University of Pune, Bhau Institute
of Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Leadership,
College of Engineering Pune; Aartech (AIC), one of
the ﬁrst corporate Atal Incubation Centers
established under the Atal Innovation Mission
(AIM); Sandip Incubator; Forge, I Create, PDPU
Innovation & Incubation Centre, SIBM Pune,
MAGIC, SPPU CIIL to provide incubation
opportunities to deserving ideas.

entrepreneurs from the student community.
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3.4 KPIT Shodh Awards
As KPIT Sparkle focuses more on the technology

The event was held on January 30 – 31 2020 at

and innovation at the graduate and post-graduate

IISER Pune campus.

level. KPIT Shodh Awards focuses on science and
research for tomorrows technology. It provides

This is a platform for researcher’s pan India

opportunity to PhD researchers across the nation

working in the ﬁeld of Mobility and Energy to

to present & recognize their research work in the

present their work. The thesis work could be

area of “Energy & Mobility”. The conference brings

either in awarded, defended or submitted status.

together the best in the Science & Technology
world of Doctoral, Post-Doctoral, Fellows,

The Grand Finale of KPIT Shodh Awards had Dr

Researchers, Professors, Scientists, and Industry

R.K. Malhotra, Director General, Federation of

Experts for intense deliberations and

Indian Petroleum Industries as the Chief Guest for

brainstorming on related diverse topics.

the event.

KPIT Shodh Awards 2020 - 2nd Annual IISER Pune

The contest attracted participation from 80

– KPIT International Mobility & Energy PhD

outstanding young PhD researchers from various

conference.

premier institutes like IITs, IISERs, NITs and NCL.
During the conference, the Top 5 researchers were

KPIT has always believed in fostering innovation

invited to present their PhD thesis to a Jury of

and trusts that technologies can better the world.

esteemed technologists and scientists and get

As a part of this initiative KPIT in collaboration

crowned for “Best Thesis Award” and all

with IISER Pune, introduced a unique PhD

participants were invited for the “Poster Awards”.

conference called “KPIT Shodh” in 2019.

The Best thesis awards were as below:
Prize

Name

Mentor

Topic

College

1st Best thesis

Sumanta
Kumar Karan

Dr. Bhanu
Bhusan Khatua

Bio And Non-Bio Based
Flexible Self-Powered efficient
Piezoelectric nanogenerator
for portable smart electronics
applications

Indian Institute of
Technology Kharagpur,
Kharagpur

2nd Best Thesis

Subhajit
Roychowdhury

Dr. Bhanu
Bhusan Khatua

Topological &
Thermoelectric Materials

Jawaharlal Nehru
Centre For Advanced
Scientiﬁc Research
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The Best poster awards were as below:
Prize

Name

Topic

College

1st
Best poster

Mamidi Suresh

Carbon as a high performance anode for
Li-ion batteries: Its design and materials aspects

Indian Institute of
Technology Hyderabad,
Hyderabad

2nd
Best poster

Krishnakanth
Sada

Investigation of structural and electrochemical
properties of A2Mn3O7 class of versatile
battery cathode materials

Indian Institute of
Science,Bengaluru

3rd
Best Poster

Shabnum Bhat

Ultrafast Probing for Origin of Self Trapped
Excitons in Hybrid Lead Halide Perovskites

IISER Pune
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Community Initiatives
at KPIT
4.1 Environment Week at KPIT office
4.2 Education
4.3 Employee Engagement
4.4 KPIT in Print Media
4.5 Voices of Employee Volunteers
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Community Initiatives at KPIT
Reimagining mobility with you for creation of a cleaner, smarter & safer world

KPIT's incorporation as a new corporate entity has realigned the CSR policy to have a stronger commitment
towards the community. We demonstrate this commitment across all the regions of KPIT's global presence.
This year our employees along with their family members formed the core of the synergistic effort in
creating long-lasting impact across the focus areas of education, environment, energy and employee
engagement. We ﬁrmly believe, through technology and innovation, KPIT can add signiﬁcant value to the
communities worldwide.

Environment:
Making this planet
a better place to live in

Education:
Transforming lives
through science and
technology education

Energy:
Developing innovate
solutions for efficient
energy consumption
and renewable supply

Employee Engagement:
Maximizing impact
through responsible
volunteering

FOCUS AREAS
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4.1 Environment Week at KPIT office
Staying true to our commitment towards making a

Various events were organized to create

cleaner world, we celebrated Environment Week in

awareness about environment-related issues and

the ﬁrst week of June 2019 at our Pune &

to demonstrate how KPIT cares for nature.

Bengaluru locations with great enthusiasm.

Eco-Friendly fair
Our CSR team at the Bengaluru office organized an eco-friendly fair, welcoming NGOs to spread the
message of environmental change and eco-friendly activities. More than 300 employees visited the stalls.

Figure 1: Stalls at Eco-Friendly fair

Paper Bag Workshop
KPITians from our Pune & Bengaluru offices participated in making paper bags as an eco-friendly alternative
to the polluting plastic bags. With great enthusiasm, around 320 employee volunteers learned the process
and quickly made quality bags.

Figure 2: KPITians with their family members busy in making paper bags
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Making of Seed Balls
KPITians participated in a seed ball making workshop hosted by local NGOs working on expanding the forest
cover in Bengaluru. More than 250 seed balls were prepared and were later bombed inside the forest range
by the NGOs.

Figure 3: Seed ball making workshop

The Treasure Hunt Game
Keeping in mind our focus on employee engagement and awareness, the CSR team at our Bengaluru office
organized a treasure hunt game during the environment week. The activity was engaging with employees
armed with clues related to the environment were to reach a ﬁnal spot and solve a puzzle. We received
participation from 75 employees teamed up in a total of 15 teams.

Figure 4: Creating awareness on saving the environment through fun games
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A skit on Environment & Painting Competition
KPITians from our Pune office performed a skit in cafeterias spreading the message "We won't have a
society if we destroy the environment" on World Environment Day. A painting competition was also
organized for the kids with the "Environment" theme.

Figure 5: Creating awareness amongst the next generation through art and entertainment

Tree Plantation
Across our Pune & Bengaluru campuses, KPITians participated in the afforestation activities & composting
workshops on the World Environment Day. A total of 500 employee volunteers with their family members,
planted more than 200 native trees.

Figure 6: Sapling plantation at KPIT campus, Pune
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Afforestation- Sapling plantation and nurturing at the Koyna-Chandoli corridor
We, a socially responsible organization, have taken up the task of restoring forests. In Maharashtra, the
Koyna-Chandoli corridor has been a host of KPIT's afforestation efforts in association with the Wildlife
Research & Conservation Society (WRCS). Continuing our previous year's efforts, KPIT synced its
afforestation activities with the monsoon; this helped us plant a total of 23,000 saplings in an area 100
acres with an overall survival rate of 90 percent. Beyond the plantation activity, a total of 100 KPITians
volunteered for watering the saplings and mulching them to ensure proper care and growth..

Figure 7: Plantation and watering activity at the Koyna-Chandoli corridor

Mutha River Cleaning at Aundh, Pune
KPITians from the Pune office participated in the on-going Mutha river cleaning activity at Aundh in
association with our NGO partner, Jeevitnadi - Living River Foundation. It was an early morning activity with
a lot of hard but satisfying work. We cleaned the riverbank, collected and segregated garbage, indulged in
bird watching and observed nature to the fullest. A total of 159 employee volunteers with their family
members enjoyed the activity.

Figure 8: KPITians cleaning the Mutha river
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Watering of Plants and Collecting Litter at Shivanahalli Forest, Bengaluru
Our employees with their family members visited a man-made forest created by Ramakrishna Mission at
Shivanahalli, Bengaluru. They nurtured and watered more than 550 plants and picked up litter that was
scattered around.
One group of passionate employee volunteers demonstrated the true spirit of teamwork. They formed
human chains to water the plants while another group collected litter while on the forest walk.
These nature lovers and automobelievers also had an informative session at the research facility dedicated
to the conservation and preservation of wildlife and its resources.

Figure 9: KPITians watering plants at Shivanahalli Forest

Figure 10: KPITians collecting litter and visiting the wildlife research facility at Shivanahalli forest
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De-weeding at Jakkur lake, Bengaluru
At KPIT, we care for our surroundings. KPITians from our Bengaluru office participated in an ongoing lake
de-weeding activity in association with Jala Poshan, a volunteering organization rejuvenating the Jakkur lake.
This is an ongoing effort to preserve and maintain the lakes of Bengaluru by removing weeds around the
lake to make way for the planting of medicinal plants.

Figure 11: KPITians removing weeds to make way for medicinal plants

Inauguration of a Drinking Water Well at Salungan Village, Pune
On 26th January 2020, Co-founder, CEO & MD of KPIT, Mr. Kishor Patil inaugurated and handed over a
drinking water well to villagers of Salungan Village in Bhor Tehsil, about 90 km from Pune. This project
witnessed a unique three-way partnership. KPIT and the villagers contributed with funds as well as hard
work in realizing this achievement. The initiative was accomplished under the able guidance of Jnana
Prabodhini, KPIT's NGO partner.
Barring for a few months of monsoon, before the construction of the well, the villagers of Salungan Village
were dependent on either water tankers or water fetched from faraway places. The well will help about 100
families. They shall no longer be required to fetch water from long distances and will always have easy
access to clean drinking water.

Figure 12: Mr. Kishor Patil inaugurating the drinking water well at Salungan Village
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Construction of Vanrai Dam at Metpilaware village, Pune
With the 'whatever it takes' attitude, we adopted the method of construction of check dams in our water
conservation program. Construction of check-dams enables the conservation of water as well as helps in
the stoppage of the overﬂow of the water due to ﬂoods.
In association with Jnana Prabodhini, our NGO partner, we constructed a small Vanrai dam at Metpilaware
village, Taluka Velha. This dam holds more than 1 lakh liters of water and helps villagers in the summer. A
total of 53 employee volunteers actively volunteered for the construction of this dam. The activity witnessed
high levels of teamwork and passion. It helped changed the villagers' life for the better.

Figure 13: Enthusiastic KPITians constructing the Vanrai Dam

Sapling plantation with the legend: Padma Shri Saalumarada Thimmakka
KPIT Bengaluru was honored to have the presence of Padma Shri Saalumarada Thimmakka. She has planted
over 8,000 trees in over 70 years and nurtured them with tremendous care.
KPITians along with their family members planted trees on the premises of Thayimane (Foster home for
destitute children). KPIT alumni were also invited and with a strength of 140 participants, we had a
memorable experience.

Figure 14: Padma Shri Saalumarada Thimmakka with the KPIT family
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4.2 Education
A Visit to Navkshitij (Home for special friends)
KPIT has always been at the forefront of various

employee volunteers contributed 1,480 hours to

education initiatives. We believe that through

make Chhote Scientists a big success.

knowledge and growth for everyone, we can truly
bring immense change in society and the country.

Further, in association with Jnana Prabodhini,

Aware of the fact that education in today's world

Pune, 915 students from 20 municipal schools in

aims at the holistic development of children and

Pune and Pimpri-Chinchwad corporation area

is only achievable with the practical approach of

were also beneﬁted through this initiative.

'learning by doing and experiencing' things. Chhote

Similarly, we continued our last year's college

Scientists is one of such initiatives aimed at

partnership program with Jalna College,

building scientiﬁc temper and create awareness of

beneﬁtting 1,128 students from 28 schools.

basic science principles among the students from
selected schools with the help of simple

Moving forward, in ﬁrst-of-its-kind engagement,

experiments, demonstrations, and scientiﬁc toys.

36 interns from various IITs conducted Chhote
Scientists sessions during their internship period

Taking forward the 7 years of legacy, this year

at KPIT Pune.

KPITians conducted Chhote Scientists sessions in
88 schools, beneﬁtting 5406 students across

This year since June, 212 such sessions have been

Pune. In Bengaluru, 3 schools were part of this

conducted by 368 employee volunteers across 23

initiative beneﬁtting 135 students. In total, 368

schools in Pune and Bengaluru.

Figure 15: Chhote Scientists Sessions at Government Schools

vSolve 2020
At KPIT we cherish the freedom to think and do.

ﬂood rehabilitation work' and were asked to come

And staying dedicated to this value, we host

up with a working solution. After a struggle of 4

vSolve. It is an annual competition to conclude

hours and several innovative attempts, students

the Chhote Scientists Program. This is a great

came up with excellent solutions with different

platform for school going children to showcase

models.

their learnings and come up with innovative
solutions for given problem statements.

Mr. Shirish Patwardhan, (Co-Founder KPIT & Sr.

This year in Pune, 120 students from 20 schools

Vice President, CTO) interacted with the students

were selected. They were given challenges related

and appreciated their efforts.

to the 'Fire Alarm system' and 'Rubber Boat for
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Delivery managers from various projects interacted with these students. They helped students to recognize
their core strengths and encouraged them to pursue their love for science. The students were also taken
around the work areas to introduce them to the real-world automation and automotive parts. This boosted
their morale to explore and learn continuously.

Figure 16: Students interacting with the delegates at vSolve 2020

Atal Innovation Mission’s Atal Tinkering Laboratories (ATL)
We are passionate about education and growth- adhering to the Statement of Intent (SOI) signed with the
NITI Aayog in 2017; we organized ATL Teachers' Training Workshop at Vivekananda
Kendra Vidyalaya in Dibrugarh, Assam. A total of 30 teachers from 27 schools participated in the workshop.
The four-day workshop was a success; 75% of the participants learned to solder, design thinker card and
work on 3D printers.

Figure 17: Workshop participants engaging in activities
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KPIT Sparkle 2020
'PASSION-for mobility, technology, every work we

Dr. Unnat Pandit, Program Director, Atal

do'- this promise of ours is brought forth at it's

Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog and Dr. Anita

best at KPIT Sparkle. KPIT Sparkle, an annual

Gupta, Advisor & Associate Head (Innovation &

national-level contest, cultivates a culture of

Entrepreneurship), Department of Science &

innovation by inspiring students from the STEM

Technology (DST) were the special guests at the

(science, technology, engineering, management)

event.

streams to identify and solve real-life problems in

The Top 30 shortlisted ideas showcased their

mobility and sustainability by designing new

prototypes during the ﬁnale and the winners won

technology-enabled solutions. It also encourages

total cash prizes worth INR 11 Lakhs and their

and facilitates students to secure intellectual

mentors, INR 25,000/-.

property for their solutions.
Incubation opportunities
This year, KPIT Sparkle featured two competitions:

Contributing to the startup ecosystem of the

i Innovate, a design and development

country, KPIT partnered with the Centre for

challenge, which received more than 3,000

Innovation Incubation & Entrepreneurship (CIIE),

ideas from over 20,000 students across more

IIM Ahmedabad; Incubation Cell, Science and

than 1,000 colleges in India. It provided

Technology Park, University of Pune; Bhau Institute

students of undergraduate, post-graduate and

of Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Leadership,

Ph.D. courses from science, engineering, design,

College of Engineering Pune; Aartech (AIC), one of

and management colleges and universities

the ﬁrst corporate Atal Incubation Centers

across India with an opportunity to develop

established under the Atal Innovation Mission

smart, safe, and clean solutions for the energy

(AIM); Sandip Incubators (AIC); Forge, I Create,

and transportation sectors.

PDPU Innovation & Incubation Centre, SIBM Pune,
MAGIC, SPPU CIIL to provide incubation

The Top 30 teams presented working
prototypes of their ideas at the grand ﬁnale
held at the Pimpri Chinchwad College of
Engineering (PCCOE) on the 29th Feb & 1st

opportunities to the deserving ideas.
Knowledge partners
KPIT Sparkle 2020 was privileged to be associated

March 2020.

with the Government of India's Department of

i can crack IT challenge- we invited students

Innovation Mission (AIM); All India Council for

and faculty members from science, engineering,
design, and management colleges, and
universities to solve industrial problems

Science and Technology (DST); NITI Aayog's Atal
Technical Education (AICTE); India Design Council;
National Institute of Design; and ONGC Energy
Centre as its knowledge partners.

provided by a team of technical experts at KPIT.
Padma Vibhushan Dr. Anil Kakodkar, Chairman,
Rajiv Gandhi Science and Technology Commission
and former Chairman, Atomic Energy
Commission), was the Chief Guest.
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Figure 18: Glimpses of KPIT Sparkle 2020

Students from KPIT's "Chhote Scientists" initiative

cutter, river garbage cleaning machine, and smart

participated in the Sparkle event and they gave

parking system. Dr. Unnat Pandit visited the stall

the demo of their working models of the grass

and interacted with the students.
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Figure 19: Dr. Unnat Pandit, Program Director, Atal Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog,
interacting with our Chhote Scientists at Sparkle 2020

KPIT Shodh Awards 2020
The Grand Finale of KPIT Shodh Awards – 2nd

The contest attracted participation from 80

Annual IISER Pune - KPIT International Energy &

outstanding young Ph.D. researchers from various

Mobility Ph.D. Conference was attended by

premier institutes like IITs, IISERs, NITs, and NCL.

researchers, technology evangelists, industry

During the conference, the Top 5 researchers were

experts and students in large numbers. It was a

invited to present their Ph.D. theses to a jury of

spectacle worth watching, as young researchers

esteemed technologists and scientists and got

were awarded for their Ph.D. theses and posters in

awarded for the "Best Thesis Award" and all

the area of energy and mobility. The event was

participants were invited for the "Poster Awards".

held on 30th – 31st January 2020 at IISER Pune
campus.

Figure 20: Glimpses of KPIT Shodh Awards 2020
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School Kit Drive
KPIT in association with Seva Sahyog, Pune and Youth for Seva, Bengaluru, has been empowering
underprivileged students at schools through 'School Kit Drive' for the last 9 years. This year, 247 KPITians
contributed INR 2.2 lakhs and supported 487 students. 35 employee volunteers engaged in school kit
assembling along with their family members.

Figure 21: KPITians assembling school kits

Book Donation Drive
Education and growth are core to many of our initiatives. The dropout rates in government schools, for
countless reasons, have been one of the essential worries of India in accomplishing its education targets. To
address this problem in our capacity, KPIT has been conducting a book donation drive every year in
association with Youth For Seva. This year, as part of the drive employees, donated new and semi-used
books that were handed over to 200 students.

Figure 22: Book donation by KPITians
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4.3 Employee Engagement
A Visit to Navkshitij (Home for special friends)
At KPIT we care and as part of our corporate
induction program in Pune, KPITians regularly visit
Navkshitij and spend valuable time with their
special friends. These visits are helpful for these
special friends of ours as they are assured that
they are not alone and people like us are there to
look after.
Figure 23: KPITians at Navkshitij

Blood Donation Awareness Session and Drive
To increase the number of blood donors, we have organized blood donation awareness sessions at our Pune
and Bengaluru offices. Our partner blood banks (Jankalyan blood bank in Pune and Rashtrothana blood bank
in Bengaluru) organized these motivating sessions. They also conducted ﬂoor walks and interacted with our
employees. As a result, it was heartening to see 727 enthusiastic donors support this noble cause
beneﬁtting approximately 2,908 lives.

Figure 24: Blood donation by KPITians

Rakhi Bandhan celebrations at KPIT Pune
Pune office celebrated the festival of Rakhi Bandhan by inviting Self-help groups and our Special friends
from various NGOs to display their products for sale. NGOs like Sampoorna Bamboo Kendra, Navkshitij &
Seva Sahayog Foundation saw a tremendous response with a footfall of more than 500 employees at their
stalls.

Figure 25: Rakhi Bandhan stalls at KPIT Pune
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Rice Plantation
In continuation of the Know-n-Grow your food initiative, KPITians from Pune visited Velha to participate in
rice plantation activity. With the support of Torna Rajgad Vastigrah, an NGO in Velha, 27 employee volunteers
were engaged in two hours of toiling. The employee volunteers planted rice saplings in a two-acre paddy
ﬁeld.

Figure 26: KPITians planting rice saplings

Annadaan Campaign 2020
As an annual activity, CSR teams at KPIT Pune and Bengaluru organized the Annadaan campaign and
received an overwhelming response and generous contributions from the employees.
KPITians who believed the cause owned it up and raised donations from their respective COE's/Accounts.
With their strong support, there was a total collection of 6,230 kgs of food grains and monetary donations of
Rs. 3,23,000. This will go a long way in supporting multiple NGOs like Gram Prabodhini Vidyalaya, Navkshitij,
Saraswati Ashram, Astitva Pratishthan Gurukulam, Torna Rajgad Vastigrah, Sarthak Seva Sangh, Poorvanchal
Vastigrah, Rashtriya Sarvangin Gramvikas Sanstha, and Sipani Seva Sadan.

Figure 27: KPITians visit NGOs to donate food grains
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Seva Fair
KPITians across Pune and Bengaluru offices celebrated Diwali in their unique ways. From crafting colorful
Rangoli's to promoting local NGOs and small-scale businesses. The celebrations at KPIT were full of light
and full of smiles with 900 employees visiting the stalls.

Figure 28: NGO Stalls with Diwali products at KPIT office

Clothes Donation Drive
KPIT identiﬁes the needs of society to go beyond education and food. We engage ourselves in drives like
clothes collection. This year, employees were encouraged to bring unused and unsoiled clothing articles
for donation at both our Pune and Bengaluru office locations. In Pune, 3 tons of clothes were collected
and donated to Poornam EcoVision Foundation for segregation and distribution to the needy people.
Similarly, in Bengaluru 300 Kgs of clothes were collected and donated to Goonj's social projects
spread across India.

Figure 29: Cloth donation by KPITians
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Republic Day Celebrations
KPITians at our Bengaluru office celebrated the Republic Day with the children from Thayimane (Foster
home for destitute children). They organized a skit and a visit to various labs to give them exposure to
technology and the corporate work environment. There was an overwhelming response from the audience
when the children performed as freedom ﬁghters during the skit.

Figure 30: Republic day celebration at KPIT office with students from Thayimane

Library and Computer Lab Setup at Thayimane
A group of KPITians with their family members visited Thayimane (Foster home for children) in Bengaluru, to
set up a library and a computer lab. While segregating the books in the library, employees lost themselves in
the process just to rediscover the inner child in them. Also, these passionate techies ﬁxed all the PC issues
and installed the required software in the computer lab.

Figure 31: KPITians segregating library books at Thayimane

Women's Day Celebrations at KPIT Pune
We at KPIT celebrate diversity and inclusion. On
this year's Women's day, the CSR team at KPIT
Pune helped set up stalls from Women Self-Help
Groups to showcase their products and sweets for
sale. KPIT's women automobelievers visited these
stalls in large numbers to purchase the products
and support the NGOs.

Figure 32: NGO stalls on Women’s Day at KPIT Pune
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Sapling Plantation in the US
Staying true to our commitment of making a cleaner world, we launched our CSR efforts in the US, 7
employee volunteers from our Columbus office were engaged in the plantation of 18 saplings at a
local skate park.

Figure 33: Sapling plantation by KPIT USA team

4.4 KPIT in Print Media
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4.5 Voices of Employee Volunteers
I feel so lucky to be a part of the CSR volunteers' team. It gave me a good
opportunity to meet many likeminded people and great personalities
within KPIT and from society. Apart from being an Engineer, CSR gave me
an identity as a good human being who can respond or help the one in
need. I have enjoyed participating in all events and got a network of good
friends which I value a lot. I encourage all the employees to be part of
CSR activities and do our bit of service to society and nature.

Spoorthi C G,
- KPIT Bengaluru

It gave me a wonderful experience personally to be a part of CSR
activities such as Meet the Legend, Blood donation camp, Chhote
Scientists, De-weeding at Jakkur lake, Litter collection in Shivanahalli
forest and many other events till date. I'm thankful to the CSR team for
providing such great opportunities to give back to society and nature.
I suggest every employee be a part of CSR which gives you lots of
memorable experiences and new friends. To feel nature be a part of
nature.

Sridhar Reddy Bysani,
- KPIT Bengaluru

"It is when the last tree has fallen, and the rivers are poisoned that we
will realize we cannot eat money"
This was my ﬁrst visit to Koyna, although this certainly won't be the last.
We understood the importance of restoring the ecosystem by planting
native trees of fruits and multiple species which can be beneﬁcial both
environmentally and economically. We watered 1,700 saplings in 6 hours.
The task was quite challenging but all of us enjoyed it while making some
joyful memories.

Anisha Fernandise,
- KPIT Pune
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It is easy to dump, but very hard to clean and impossible to make it in its
original form. Learned a great lesson on what and how we are going to
give to our future generations. This river cleaning activity was an
eye-opener. Clean, pure sparkling rivers with abundant aquatic life reﬂect
the cleanliness of the people who live on its banks.
Feeling happy to be part of such CSR activity and thanks KPIT CSR team
to make us a part of the same.

Sagar Rawade,
- KPIT, Pune

4.6 Voices of Beneﬁciaries
KPIT volunteers have been coming regularly to Rajeev Gandhi Bridge
stretch of Mutha river for plantation and river clean-up activities at
Ganesh Visarjan Ghat. There were several Ganesh idols (lying down since
September) and their raw material which had entangled with the plastics
around. The volunteers separated all this plastic and organic content and
cleared the whole junk around multiple springs.
It was a heartening experience for them because the moment they
cleared up the springs they could see the baby ﬁshes coming towards the
Trickle of water and could see the life in the water.
It indeed was a very satisfactory and enjoyable experience
with the KPIT team.

Shailaja Deshpande,
- Jeevitnadi, Pune

KPIT SPARKLE Platform enables innovators to accelerate to the next
generation of mobility technologies, this is what drives us towards the
competition & be a part of such transformation.
"If you have got ideas, creativity, and innovation, KPIT SPARKLE is the best
platform which brings your vision into action"

Team Wheel,

- one of the ﬁnalists at
KPIT Sparkle 2020
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We would like to express our heartfelt thanks to KPIT Technologies Ltd.
for their generous donation of groceries and housekeeping material which
will go a long way in ensuring that our residents are well looked after and
cared for. It is the support of organizations such as KPIT that inspires us
to reach out to as many needy people as we can and make a
difference in their lives.

Santhosh C X,
- Sipani Seva Sadan, Bengaluru

Programs like Chhote Scientists helped our children in acquiring abundant
knowledge during the sessions by KPITians. It is not only helpful for the
students but also clears the basics of our science fundamentals as well.
We also thank KPIT employees for visiting Thayimane and setting up the
library and computer lab.

Prathibha Nath,
- Science Teacher at Thayimane, Bengaluru
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Environment Initiatives at KPIT
It was envisaged that the new Corporate Office

Being a socially responsible company specialized

campus will a modern and technically advanced in

in embedded software, AL & digital solutions for

terms of the design. Also, it was aimed that the

automobile and mobility, KPIT neither consumes

said campus is supposed to be an architectural

non-renewable resources of energy nor does it

masterpiece in terms of functionality as well as

generate process waste or emissions as compared

aesthetics.

to a conventional manufacturing industry. Due to
the nature of our business, we utilize resources

KPIT Technologies envision a cleaner, greener and

like energy, water and other secondary resources.

intelligent world, a world that is self-sustainable

While we do acknowledge its impact on the

and efficient. This vision needs to be incorporated

environment, we have robust processes and

as well as portrayed through the architecture of

systems in place to identify, quantify and reduce

the campus.

such impact on the environment.

KPIT’s Campus at Pune aims at creating an

2000+ employees with access to open landscape.

environment that fosters creativity through

The campus design is not only an insignia of KPITs

collaboration. The facility has been built to

commitment to energy efficiency and sustainable

promote business locally and to aid global growth.

development, but also embodies the spirit of

The campus at Hinjawadi, Pune, is spread across a

corporate values – boundarylessness, knowledge

sprawling 93061 Sq. Mtr. that comprises 3 Blocks

sharing and teamwork.

(Phase-I) with a combined seating capacity of
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5.1 KPIT Green Campus:
The facility enables optimum energy utilization

Power consumption is primarily required for three

to provide water efficiency and a low lifecycle

major areas namely:
• Computers and Servers

maintenance cost.
Orientation, sun path analysis and fenestration,
we have sun shading devices (Louvres) on south
and western facades of the building reducing
direct sunlight. This in turn helps avoiding heat

• Air conditioning
• Utility
Power Consumption Distribution

penetration into the workspace. The width of the
building is designed to have maximum day light on

Energy
distribution

ﬂoors.
Workspaces to be naturally lit to create a healthy

31%

37%

working environment hence 80% of periphery is
kept open and only 20% has walls constructed.
The south and west facades are ﬁxed with Double

Yr. 19-20
AC total

32%

UPS total
Utility

Glass units which create an insulating barrier of
heat. The north and east facades are single units,
as no direct sunlight falls on these facades.
Environmental Challenges

The organization faces the following operational

5.2 Power:
Today, conservation of electrical energy is
extremely important for two major reasons:
• Scarcity of power, that results in load shedding
in almost all states of India, that in turn is not
only inconvenient but also adversely impacts

• India is world’s third largest carbon emission
country, primarily because more than 60% of
power is generated using coal.
As a responsible corporate, KPIT has been
undertaking various initiatives to reduce energy
consumption that has resulted in a reduction of
9% KWH units per person with respect to last year
and overall reduction of 35% in energy
consumption over the past years.

KWH unit per person per day

increases in equal proportion to the number of
employees. Therefore, there is a constant need
to control this with energy efficient solutions
existing technologies are user speciﬁc and
prevent optimum space utilization and easy
transferability
• Consumption of Natural Resources: Due to the
advancement in technology, computers need to
be replaced every 5 years to be energy efficient.
• Disposing of E-waste: Disposing of computers
every 5-year result in an increase in E-waste.
Operational Challenges
• As a fast-growing organization, KPIT constantly

Unit Consumption

requires efficient and scalable IT infrastructure.

6.34

• Our existing solutions reaching their lifecycle’s

6.00

end result in performance issues, which in turn

5.00
4.00

3.52

3.00

pressurizes the internal IT staff to spend most
of their time on system administration and

2.00

troubleshooting.

1.00

Unit consu.

• Power Consumption: Power consumption

• Space utilization: Standalone computers with

the economy.

7.00

and environmental challenges:

year 18-19

year 19-20

6.34

3.52
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5.3 Projects undertaken at KPIT for reduction
in power consumption for desktops
Name of the Project: Smart Campus Platform

optimized. Automation in various pumps and Fan

Two years back we began the Smart Campus

system gives more operational efficiency for the

initiative and rolled out various “Smart

operations team and reduction in human errors

Applications” for Employees. These applications

along with reduction in electrical usage.

were aimed at changing the user experience while

Operations team is now better equipped to see all

optimizing the energy consumption. We have

the systems in single dashboard. Because of

pursued this initiative further and taken it to the

instantaneous alerts mapped on various gateways

next level. We have deployed our “Smart

(SMS/E-mail), they are now better equipped to

Campus” platform and have integrated fourteen

manage various BMS systems effectively, this also

different systems and sensor driven devices that

helps them in taking care employee safety at

come under the aegis of Building Management

work.

System (BMS). Traditionally all these BMS systems
such as Access control, CCTV, Fire alarm system

Name of the Project – Hyper-Converged

and air-conditioning systems operate within their

Infrastructure:

own silos and use legacy (often proprietary)

KPIT is an early adopter of Hyper-converged

protocols. The siloed approach leads to an

infrastructure and reaping its beneﬁts since last 2

absence of ability to conduct common monitoring

years. In our pursuit of continual services

and controlling.

optimization, we adopted Hyper-converged
Infrastructure from all the three OEM

Operational challenges: Prior to the

solutions – Nutanix Acropolis, Cisco HyperFlex

implementation of the “Smart Campus” platform,

and EMC VxRAIL. Environmental Challenges:

the building management system was a set of

While our business was growing, it was putting

individual systems. The facility teams would

pressure to expand our footprint in datacenter,

perform control and monitoring of various

leading to more power, cooling and space

systems using manual steps or individual close

consumption.

looped systems. Building correlations or

Operational Challenges: Though we were reaping

monitoring using common dashboards was not in

the beneﬁts of a converged infrastructure in

place, often leading to over-utilization of some of

terms of power, cooling and space optimization, it

the resources e.g. more consumption of

also introduced complexity in datacenter

electricity. Additionally, manual handling of these

infrastructure, demanding highly skilled resources

systems was prone to human errors.

and associated dependencies. At the same time,
converged infrastructure was having limitations in

Solution and Technology Deployed: We have

scaling horizontally besides issues such as vendor

brought in higher level of automation in all these

lockdowns. Implementation time for the

14 systems by use of various control panels and

converged infrastructure was in weeks and was

adaptors and have got them integrated to our

holding us back from adding capacity on demand.

platform. This has enabled us to provide accurate
instantaneous reporting data of all these systems

Solution and Technology Deployed: We were

along with control functionality in a single

looking for an agile solution which will help us in

dashboard. We are getting more visibility on

making operations simpler, could be

electrical consumption across ﬂoors buildings,

commissioned much faster, could be scaled on

with clarity on which system is consuming how

demand and could be effectively managed by

much electricity, how it can be effectively

skilling existing human resources.
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Hyper-converged infrastructure addressed our

Operational Challenges: As a fast-growing

issues. We could implement hyper-converged

organization, KPIT constantly requires efficient

solution within a few hours. This infrastructure is

and scalable IT infrastructure.

helping us in adding capacity on demand, without
vendor lockdown. Even achieving Disaster

Solution: Considering the challenges, KPIT decided

Recovery (DR) is much simpler and it even

to shift from conventional desktop technology to

supports multi-hypervisor environments. Besides

Virtual Desktop Interface (VDI). Following

easing datacenter migrations, we do not have to

operational aspects were considered while

make upfront investments now.

implementing the VDI solution: Deliver
on-demand services for users Increase IT

Following Environmental Returns are achieved:

efficiency Simplify management. Ensure software

Hyper-converged Infrastructure has helped us in

compliance. Though KPIT was already evaluating a

saving power, cooling and space by an additional

virtualization solution that was deployed in a

30%. We could also optimize the asset ratio from

limited environment, it had not explored the idea

7 to 1 for the same compute capacity in the

of transitioning the core ERP processes onto the

datacenter. We continued investing into this

virtualized environment but had transitioned only

technology last year too and the organization is

the less critical ones. Taking a step further toward

reaping its beneﬁts.

optimizing energy requirement and consumption,
KPIT decided to increase use of virtualization

Name of the Project: Virtual Desktop Environment

technology.

Like majority of business organizations globally,
KPIT also relies on its internal IT implementations

Solution and technology deployed: VMware,

to make processes more efficient, increase

EMC and CISCO infrastructure platforms VMware

automation and deploy IT to make collaboration

Horizon View Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)

across geographies easier. We have deployed the

Thin client.

most advanced technologies for our processes.
These deployments are scalable and future ready

Following Environmental Returns were achieved:

to support changing work styles, information

1. Energy savings: More than 60% reduction in

security criteria and the changing usage patterns

energy consumption was achieved by moving to

of computing devices.

the private cloud platform (including new
technologies like hyper converged) with VDI as

Environmental Challenges: The organization faces

compared to using conventional computers.

the following operational and environmental

Cisco Uniﬁed Computing System, which is

challenges:

included as part of the private cloud platform,

Power Consumption: Power consumption
increases in equal proportion to the number of
employees. Therefore, there is a constant need to
control this with energy efficient solutions.
Space Utilization: Standalone computers with
existing technologies are user speciﬁc and prevent
optimum space utilization and easy transferability.

delivers high-memory capacity to support a
large number of virtual machines on each blade
server, thus reducing the amount of physical
equipment to be powered and cooled. The
desktop computers that consume around 150
watts of electricity, were replaced with very
small devices called thin clients that consume
just 30 watts. This has resulted in energy

Consumption of Natural Resources: Due to the

savings of approximately 3,00,000 units per year

advancement in technology, computers need to be

amounting to 375 MT of Co2 emission.

replaced every ﬁve years to be energy efficient.
Disposing of e-waste: Disposing of computers
every ﬁve years result in an increase in e-waste.
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2. Reduction in e-waste: Almost 90% reduction in

5. Reduction in travel across locations: KPIT has

e-waste generation was achieved due to the

deployed best of the solutions such as Cisco

increased IT hardware refreshment cycle for

Telepresence (Audio/Video conferencing) &

desktops, laptops and workstations. Lifespan of

Microsoft Teams across the offices and Cisco

the above-mentioned hardware is about ﬁve

WebEx for better collaborations. With these

years due to high resource requirement,

solutions, our users can have conference

capacity and performance demand, and due to

meetings from anywhere and through any

newer operating systems, application software

device. Even our business reviews, recruitment

and tools. Being a technology provider, it is

and customer meeting are conducted using

extremely important for us to update our IT

these technologies. It has been observed that

hardware platform and ready it for next

overall business travels across the globe has

generation development tools. The thin client

reduced by 25%. As this is a uniﬁed

on the other hand has more than eight years of

collaboration platform, end user productivity is

lifespan. Till that time, it does not require

also substantially improved. This solution

upgrades or replacement as all the resources

hugely enabled remote collaborations during

such as computing power, memory and disk

COVID-19 in big way.

space are accessed through VDI setup hosted
in the datacenter. Under this infrastructure, we

5.4 Air Conditioning:

deployed 600 VDIs for the business users.

Consumes 40% of power, which is the highest
compared to any other resources. The VRF

3. Reduced IT Asset Ratio from 1.20:1 to 1.10:1: VDI

technology, which facilitates local cooling and

environment enables multiple users to access

controls, resulted in considerable savings vis-a-vis

their accounts using a single machine without

a conventional central AC system.

compromising on the security aspect. Before

Apart from the basic infrastructure various

deploying the virtual desktop environment, the

operational initiatives were undertaken to reduce

asset-to-employee ratio was 1.20:1. This meant

the consumption such as:

that much of the IT infrastructure was
underutilized and was consuming more natural
resources. After the deployment of the Private
Cloud platform with VDI, the asset ratio has
reduced to 1.10:1 thereby reducing the computer
hardware consumption by 10%
4. Workplace utilization increased by 10%: The VDI
helped in improving the utilization and
ﬂexibility of IT assets. Users can access their
desktop, applications and data from any
location, without compromising on the security
of the system. In addition, employees can
connect to corporate resources using any of the
personal devices like iPads, Windows and
Android based mobiles, thus enabling
Consumerization of IT. This has led to

• Grouping of ACs w.r.t to project functioning
schedules
• Closely monitoring the AC system during various
seasons, by operating the system w.r.t ambient
temperature that resulted in approximately 30%
reduction in electrical consumption
• Optimizing on fresh air intake that reduces heat
load on air conditioning system
• Installing AC remote controls in every meeting
rooms to reduce unwanted usage of AC

5.5 Lighting
Apart from using natural lighting, energy efficient
LED lights are installed all across campus for
artiﬁcial lighting.

workplace ﬂexibility and optimal utilization of
workspaces.
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5.6 Water

5.7 Waste Management: At KPIT Campus

Water is used only for domestic purposes and is

Being a company specialized in embedded

the second largest natural resource consumed by

software, AL & digital solutions for automobile and

KPIT. 80% of the water gets treated through STP

mobility, there are no signiﬁcant primary

and is recycled & used for ﬂushing and gardening

emissions or process wastes. Due to the nature

purposes. Apart from recycling of water, a number

of our business, waste generation is limited and

of other initiatives are also undertaken to reduce

restricted primarily to municipal solid waste

consumption of fresh water such as:

(MSW). Other wastes include e-waste and a small

• Installing drip irrigation system for internal
gardens
• Maintaining optimum pressure within water
lines to reduce water wastage

proportion of hazardous waste like lead-acid
batteries, electrical waste, waste lube oil, etc. Our
waste management practice seeks to reduce the
environmental impact of this limited waste to the
maximum extent possible by reduction in

• Arresting leakages in pipelines and taps
• The campus is blessed with natural scenic
beauty with hill as back drop and green
vegetation. This has created a challenge for
optimum storage of rainwater and water run off
through the hill with channelizing the water
ﬂow along the plot through swell, ponds, bunds
and quarry having total storage capacity of
approx. 35 Lac Liters. of water. Terrace water
collection system is designed for efficient
collection of water for rain harvesting to
support ground water.
• Out of total land 25,000 Sq. Mtr area on ground
is utilized for landscaping and planted fruit and
ﬂower bearing species of native trees. Around
1000 + trees are planted of 30 different species
along with Bamboo plantation on 1.2 Acre.

generation and segregation at source.
Different methods of disposal for each category of
waste in our workplace is summarized below:
• Bio-degradable food and garden
waste – Vermicomposting
• Recyclable waste such as paper, plastic, card
paper, steel, other metals etc. are sent for
recycling through authorized scrap dealers
• Other mixed dry waste - Sent to authorized
dealers for municipal disposal
• Hazardous waste and E-waste – like waste lube
oil, UPS batteries and other E-waste generated
in the organization is disposed through
government authorized recyclers
• Printer and toner cartridges - Sent back to the
OEM under product take-back arrangement
Bio-degradable (Food and Garden) Waste:
Disposal of biodegradable waste was a major
concern for KPIT as it generated a lot of methane
gas if it was dumped in the open. Hence a
vermicomposting plant with a capacity up to 100
KG is commissioned. This system can intake

Water Consumption / Person
5.00
Water in Cubic Ltrs

4.50

around 100 kg. of biodegradable waste on a daily
basis and generate compost on a daily basis
which is used in garden as manure. The

4.45

4.00

vermicomposting plant help in consuming the

3.50

entire food and garden waste generated in the

3.00
2.50
2.00

1.34

1.50

organization on a daily basis.

1.00
0.50

Water Cons

year 18-19

year 19-20

4.45

1.34
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Sewage Treatment Plant: We installed and
commissioned a STP plant having a capacity of
200 Cu.M which now helps in treating and
recycling sewage water. Around 80% of water is
treated and is used for ﬂushing and gardening
purposes and achieved zero discharge.
E-waste Management:

Municipal solid and recyclable waste:
KPIT ensures that solid waste is segregated at the
point of generation. Waste bins placed at
strategic places, and recyclable waste is sent to
an authorised vendor for recycling.
Paper is a major recyclable waste that we

E-waste generated at KPIT includes defunct

generate within the organization. KPIT has

computers, monitors, servers, etc. and speciﬁc

therefore taken some effective steps to reduce

electronic and electrical items. This is managed as

paper and other office articles. These are:

per KPIT’s e-waste management policy, which

a. Strict policy on the issue of papers to
employees
b. Discontinuing supply of notepads to
employees

complies with the Government of India’s e-waste
(Management and Handling) Rules, 2011.
In FY 2019-20, no computers or any other E-waste
has been disposed.

c. Optimum usage of paper as rough pads
d. Bare minimum stationary supply to

Hazardous Waste:

employees
e. Reduction in the availability of printing
machines in office
f. Purchase of stationary consumables and other
office consumables on minimum required
basis.
The above steps have not only helped KPIT to
achieve signiﬁcant reduction in paper
consumption but also reduce generation of

Hazardous waste is disposed through authorized

municipal waste, despite the increase in

agencies as per the guidelines of MoEF- (Ministry

headcounts.

of Environment and Forests).

Regular training to housekeeping staff and

Additionally, all the used printer cartridges are

employee awareness has also resulted in better

sent back to the manufacturer under “Planet HP

waste segregation and increased recyclable waste.

Take Back Program” to ensure proper recycling.
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5.8 Occupational Health and Safety:

Preventive Measures During COVID-19

KPIT has always considered its employees as the

Speciﬁc preventive measures taken for safety of

most valuable asset of the organization. Towards

employees during COVID-19 pandemic:

this end, KPIT constantly undertakes initiatives to
ensure the safety and well-being of its employees
at workplace.
Employee Transport and Safety
KPIT strongly believes that the safety and security
of its employees is intrinsic to its core values. One
of the major focus areas from employee safety
perspective is commuting in individual transport
or company provided transport.
Some of the safety measures taken are:
• Mandatory alcohol tests are carried out for all
drivers at the time of departure
• Annual medical check-up mandatory for all cab
drivers
• Security escorts provided for female employees

• Weekly webinars on nutrition, wellness, stress
management, COVID-19, lifestyle diseases,
exercise, mental health.
• Cross functional team across the globe for
safety, well-being and communication.
• Deep cleaning and sanitization of office
premises
• Mask Mandatory for everyone in the office.
• Operations are being resumed with limited
employees in staggered manner
• Social distancing measures at all times from
commuting, office work, cafeteria, lift
• Personal hygiene and Safety First being
followed all the time
• Temperature checks and Status check on

traveling between 2000 hrs. to 0600 hrs. and

Aarogya Setu app mandatory at office entry

being the last one to be dropped or the 1st one

points

to be picked-up
• All cabs departing after 2000 hrs. having a
female employee are tracked and monitored
continuously
• Periodic training sessions planned for all cab
drivers on safety, ﬁrst aid, traffic discipline etc.
• Incident reporting is done on
workplacesafety@kpit.com.
• Do’s and don’ts list and emergency contact
helpline has been made mandatory on all the
vehicles
• Only cabs up to 5 years vintage are used for
employee commute
• Usage of seat belts and helmets has been
mandated within the premises
• Yoga sessions are arranged for cab drivers to
ensure they are stress free while driving

• All doors including that of ODCs are kept open
• Elevator use restricted and only stairs
to be used
• Gym, recreation and resting rooms unavailable
• QR code-based payments recommended
• COVID warrior at every ﬂoor to oversee
enforcement.
• Continuous awareness among employees
through leadership videos, myWorld banners
and communication.
External Faculty Visits & Lectures on
Health and Safety
A healthcare Centre has been set up at KPIT that
offers all its employees’ free medical consultation
within the premises. We have a general physician
and counsellor visiting on a regular basis. In
addition, KPIT also organizes sessions by external
medical faculty in various ﬁelds.
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Gymnasium facility
KPIT has an in-house state of the art gymnasium with a dedicated instructor. A “Health History form”
is duly ﬁlled and maintained by the instructor for each employee. workout sessions are
monitored by the instructor.

Recreation facility
KPIT has a fully equipped recreation area for employees to unwind in their free time. Various indoor
tournaments like Table Tennis, Carrom, Pool, chess etc. are organized periodically. Various sessions of
meditation and yoga classes are held to beneﬁt employees.
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Employee Engagement at KPIT
This has been a wonderful year with respect to
employee engagement and employee beneﬁts. We

Mother’s Day Celebration 9th May

had arranged lots of games, activities, events so

Dance @ work, Caricature artist, Block printing,

that people can jell up as a team rather than

Exclusive Name with Ganesha activity. Almost

individual. Statistically, the engagement level is

600+ female employees across India locations

also improved (as per LinkedIn). We received lots

participated in all the activities

of appreciation emails from employees especially
on Women’s day celebration, Friendship Day

Ice Gola Party 4th June

celebration, Dandiya Night and Kids @ work.

We had arranged an Ice gola Party for all

Details of the activities mentioned below:

employees. It came as a pleasant relief from
scorching heat. Employees were waiting in a long

6.1 Celebrating Festivals and Special Days
(including Kids @ work)

que to enjoy the colorful Ice Golas with the team.
Around 2000+ employees participated.

Republic Day celebration 2019
This was the ﬁrst event celebrated in KPIT Pune

World Cup Screening 8th and 9th July

office. KPIT decorated in Tri-color, which was

“Coming together is a beginning, keeping together

visible from even Megapolis housing society. This

is a progress, working together is a success”.

was one of the most socially hit event of the year.

Considering this thought we arranged ICC world

We got 1000+ likes and 50000+ views on social

cup screening in Pune and Bengaluru with activity

media.

like paint your face and snacks, cold drinks, cut
outs and posters. The screening stretched for two

Republic Day celebration 2020

days courtesy rain in Britain. But its passion and

This year we with decoration we also did some

enthusiasm for all cricket lovers grew as the hours

fun engagement activities. Tri color candle making

past. Although team India lost, but this one of its

activities was the center of attraction. This entire

kind mega screening of the match won hearts of

celebration was done across Pune and Bengaluru

our employees, which could be seen all over the

offices.

social media.

Women’s Day Celebration 8th March 2019

Friendship Week celebration 30th July to 4th Aug

All our amazing women colleagues got a small gift

This is one of the most celebrated events on

as they entered office on 8th March. A badge,

social media. Dress alike, Special skit and Dance

Chocolates and a sticker as token of gratitude for

performance by especially abled friends from

the huge impact women have at work and society

Navkshitij were praised by everyone. We were able

at large! We also organized Zumba sessions on all

to celebrate this globally. We also arranged

India locations as well. Almost 300+ female

complementary Bhelpuri and Candy Floss for all

employees joined for the session. We celebrated

the employees.

the day by cutting a cake at all our offices globally.
Independence Day Celebration 15th Aug 2019
Women’s Day Celebration 2020

Because of successful execution of republic day

This time we procured KPIT branded pop sockets

employees were expecting the same for

as welcome gifts for our super women. Also, we

Independence Day too. And we fulﬁlled their

arranged health talk on Lifestyle Disorder for

expectations. We celebrated this event with

woman and conducted Hand wax Art activity for

Decoration, Games, Chocolates, Tri color dress

employees. We also launched E-greeting card to

code etc. we also clicked Group picture on the

wish our super women globally. It was a three-day

same day.

activity where employees clicked lots of colorful
pictures and shared with us.
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Ganpati Chaturthi celebration 28th Aug to 6th Sep

selﬁe’s on Facebook with #KPIT or #FunAtWork

We organized Ecofriendly Ganpati Idol making

and won amazon vouchers. Secret Santa was also

activity where we called an instructor who guided

celebrated within team as well with lots of

employees how to make Ganpati idol with clay

sweets, cakes, exciting games and gifts etc.

with seeds in it. We also celebrated Traditional
Day and arranged complementary Sweet Corn

6.2 Sports Day & Trekking

chat for employees.

We executed lots of wellness, sports and outdoor
activities through-out the year. All of them were

Navratri Celebration 30th Sep to 7th Oct

complementary basis to all the employees

This is one event which in employees eagerly wait

without compromising on quality. Few of them are

to arrive. Dress code for 9 days of Navratri. To

listed below:

conclude we organized Garba Night with Food &
Beverages in phase 3 office with traditional dress

Aerobics session, Yoga sessions, Zumba session,

code. Not only KPIT employees, employees

Zumba Garba session, Health talk on awareness

working in neighbor companies also praised the

on orthopaedic problems and parenting session.

event.
International Yoga Day complementary Yoga
Diwali Celebration 23rd & 24th Oct 2019

session, Table Tennis tournament, Carrom

We organized Rangoli Competition, Bay

tournament.

Decoration, Fireless cooking competition.
Employees enjoyed the activities with Traditional

Trekking to Andharban & Phanasrai with Mr. Ravi

dress code and we also arranged complementary

Pandit, Chairman.

Pani Puri for all the employees. Around 3000+
employees were covered in this activity.

6.3 Wellness
With signiﬁcant focus on prevention and

Celebrated children's day at work

continuous awareness for our employees, we have

on 16th Nov 2019

established our wellness program as a benchmark

This was one of the most successful events so far.

in the industry. Our wellness program is spread

It was a special day, where kids ﬁnally solved the

thorough out the year and aims at maximum

mystery of where their mums and dads go every

participation from employees through engagement

morning. Arrangements were done considering all

activities focused on health and safety. Our

the age group of the Kids. Even spouse enjoyed

insurance coverage is one of the best in industry

the activities. Big Game zone for the kids was

with uniform medical insurance of 6 lac for all

created for the kids. We had arranged surprise

employees, uniform medical insurance of 5 lac for

gifts for the family, Color box, balloons,

all parents and in laws of employees, free health

chocolates, cookies, chips and wafers, printed

check-up for all employees, spouses, children,

mugs with family photograph was gifted to them.

parents and in laws.

We received so may appreciation emails including
our Chairman and Group CEO Mr. Ravi Pandit for

Annual Health Check-up

successful execution of the event.

In the third quarter of 2019 we conducted
Complementary annual health checkup for

Celebrated Christmas across the locations

employee, their spouse and dependents in India.

between 17th to 20th Dec 2019

Checkups like blood sugar level count, eye

We celebrated Christmas in all India locations in

checkup, x-ray, ECG, blood test etc. were carried

association with EarlySalary App, where Selﬁe

out at diagnostic centers. For better experience

contest, Red and white theme dress-up, cupcake

the same was done is office as well. Around

and Santa hat distribution were planned and

2000+ families got beneﬁted in this program.

executed. In selﬁe contest employees posted
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Executive Health Check-up
Senior grade employees went through Annual Executive health checkup which is a thorough
check up of full body.
Fun Fit Friday
In year 2020 we introduced Fun Fit Friday where we will be arranging any ﬁtness session (like: Yoga, Zumba,
Aerobics, Power Yoga etc.) and this session will be open for all on complementary basis. Every Friday the
session is almost full, and we received a great feedback from employees.
KPIT Health Fiesta
In Feb 2020 we organized Health Fiesta where analysis like Hair, Skin, Vision, Body composition, onsite
dietician, thyroid test etc. were done on subsidized rates. Also, team has conducted so many ﬁtness games
and activities to create health awareness. This camp was done in Pune and Bengaluru offices.
Appreciation Calendar and R&R
We have revamped the appreciation portal multiple times. Further enhancements are going on. We
appreciated friends @ work on friendship day, Mentors @ work on Teachers day. We are still working on the
same for further enhancement for better user experience.
Employee Beneﬁts
As part of employee beneﬁts, we have done several helpdesks around banking, Finance, health, Travel,
Adventure etc.
We also tied up with OYO Hotels, Treebo hotels for personal travel beneﬁts also Explorer tour and travel for
local adventure camp. We created a page named myBeneﬁts where employee can directly get in touch with
the stakeholders.

6.4 Employee Voice
As we moved further, we got number of appreciations through emails and personal chats also sometimes
through Appreciate portal from employees. Sharing the screen shots of few.
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Photos and Presence on social Media
Our branding team helped us in going live on social media. Sharing few of the post from the bucket. Kindly
click on purple text to see the post.

LinkedIn post on Republic Day

Wining moment on LinkedIn of Org wise Tombola
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Eco Friendly Ganpati idol making post on LinkedIn

Garba Night in KPIT

Christmas
Diwali Post on LinkedIn

Fun Fit Friday, Candle Making Activity
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6.5 Employee Competency Development
PACE:
Program for Academic Collaboration

Professional skills. GENESIS program is executed

and Engagement

through “Engineering Academy”. This program

KPIT has strategic partnership with 20 + technical

ensures that talent skill requirements and learning

universities pan India. This program gives

models are aligned and released to the respective

signiﬁcant visibility to quality talent from

projects in a timely manner. Over 1200+ graduate

campuses and attracts them to join KPIT. KPIT has

engineers are trained every year aligned to needs

created industry relevant courses and has trained

of the organization. They are trained under

160 faculty members from its partner institutions.

AUTOSAR, AD/ADAS, Infotainment & cluster, Model

The KPIT Online education platform

Based development and Embedded tracks. All the

KPIT-EduOnline, serves as a source for learning

Training Modules, case studies and assessments

Automotive technologies for students and faculty.

are aligned with Business requirements. The focus
is on transforming graduates to job-ready

As part of this initiative on-campus support is

professionals by giving them an opportunity to

provided by KPIT SMEs through Guest lectures,

learn & execute modern day IT skills on real-time

internships, Project mentorship, hosting technical

projects. Our training program enables candidates

events, syllabus formulation and student

to upskill themselves to become comprehensive

contests. KPIT SMEs are Board of Studies

IT professionals before starting their career with

Members in many of these universities and on

KPIT.

Academic Council.
Professional Skills Academy imparts training on
VIRTUAL GENESIS:

language and personality development skills. Its

Virtual Graduate Engineering Training Programme

curriculum also incorporates written and verbal

Virtual Genesis is an online training program (and

communication, email writing skills, telephone

ﬁrst phase of the Genesis program) for enabling

skills and the business ethics.

smooth campus to corporate transition of fresh
graduate engineers offered by the company. The

After the completion of GENESIS Program, every

program aims to speed up absorption into

Graduate engineer gets a course completion

customer projects, incorporate self-learning

certiﬁcate. BEST PERFORMER and TRAINER

culture, make talents independent and seek

CHOICE Awards are given away during the

professionalism in their career. It is a mandatory

graduation ceremony.

training program comprising of various technical
and professional skills development modules

CONTINOUS EDUCATION:

along with necessary assessments. Modules’

ECoDe Kaizen:

delivery is a combination of hands on sessions,

To cater to the prerogative of lifelong learning,

self-learning videos, faculty connect through

which is the need of the hour, this certiﬁcation

online platforms, discussions forums, etc. The

program looks at streamlining the certiﬁcation

initiative is an extremely crucial one, since it has a

and prowess honing skills across Technology,

direct business impact, in terms of talents being

Project Management, Domains, Processes,

useful contributors in company’s growth.

Professional Skills and Leadership Development
for employees globally at various experience

GENESIS:

levels. This allows them to move on to the next

Graduate Engineering Training Programme

level in their career paths and helps them get

Duration of GENESIS Program is 8 to 10 weeks

cross-skilled and stay relevant.

comprising of Technical, Domain and Process and
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Training on Demand:

best business practices and learning from leaders.

To provide an opportunity for business leaders to
raise a request for relevant training for themselves

Employee Career Architecture Framework:

or their team members and provide a seamless

In order to develop a competency-based

time bound service. Training on Demand (ToD)

organization this initiative aims at providing clear

system is a platform through which ECoDe can

growth path for the employees, build a culture of

capture & service business/project speciﬁc

continuous learning based on competencies,

learning requirements raised by business swiftly

objectively assess people’s performance and drive

which is over and above the ECoDe | KAIZEN

project allocations based on competency. Each

program. Thereby, enhancing the overall learning

associate will go through a competency baseline

experience.

exercise aligned with the appraisal cycle. This
competency repository will be key to all the

PROJECT MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT

different aspects of the organization.

PROGRAM (PMDP) and Agile CoE:
PMDP is offered to associates who are currently

EDUONLINE:

playing the role of Project Lead, Project Manager,

KPIT eduOnline is an e-learning platform that

Sr. Project Manager and Program Manager. The

offers interactive online courses for the

PMDP framework is well aligned with the

employees. The eduOnline allows the employees

international standard such as PMI PMP® and is

to access course content including videos,

completely hands on with a pragmatic approach in

textbooks, and problems, and to check their

training delivery. Programs are classiﬁed as per

progress in the course. The eduOnline also offers

the grades and are called PMDP Foundation, PMDP

a forum for discussion and a wiki open to both

Silver and PMDP Gold. These programs are being

employees and course team members to

developed in collaboration with IIM’s & top

contribute. For course team members, the

business schools.

eduOnline includes an Instructor Dashboard, with
options for employees to enroll, produce reports,

In order to compete in the VUCA world, companies

and administer a course while it runs. One can

have to be highly agile and nimble. The Agile CoE

access and use the eduOnline directly through a

aims at training, consulting, coaching and

browser.

mentoring various projects and teams to be agile
in their approach to deliver successful outcome to

HIGHER EDUCATION INITIATIVE:

their customers. These programs have been

Learning is an incessant process and KPIT truly

developed with industry best practices and

believes in creating a conducive learning

aligned to the core philosophy of agility.

environment for the employees. The Higher
Education Initiative (HEI) at KPIT encourages KPIT

GROOMING YOUNG MANAGERS PROGRAM (GYM):

Full Time Employees (FTE) for continuing

Grooming Young Managers program (GYM) is part

education, leading to master’s degree from

of KPIT’s objective to promote organic leadership

reputed Indian and Overseas Universities. This is

development and role-based interventions that

to enable employees to acquire higher

shape the knowledge, behavior and attitudes of

professional knowledge in areas of their interest

future KPIT leaders.

and/or those that align with the growing business
needs of the organization, including Product

Grooming Young Managers is an 11-month

Engineering, Information Technology and

intervention aimed at helping Project

Management education and allied ﬁelds. We

Leads/Project Managers manage their role,

offered two master’s programs M Tech in

responsibilities and accountability drawing from

Automotive Electronics and MBA in Strategic
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Engineering Management as part of which we

Company’s talent acquisition strategy. Our hiring

launched 3 cohorts covering 150+ employees. 50

involves recruiting the right talent in line with our

Employees have earned their master’s degree so

core values and key behavioral attributes.

far and cohort 2 and 3 will complete their degree
later this year and next year respectively. We are

Talent Acquisition Group (TAG) @ KPIT has evolved

looking at version 2.0 of this program to be

over the years. Being part of knowledge industry,

launched this year.

sharpening the saw is vital in understanding the

6.6 Employment and Workforce
Composition

know-how on evolving technologies, talent
landscape and keeping tab on market intelligence
that has led team TAG to become Trusted Advisor

Our full-time employees are 95%, while 5% are

to Delivery Organization and business leaders.

contractors, subcontractors, part timers in total

With well-deﬁned onboarding plan for team

workforce. Also, 27.6 % of our employees are

members, TAG team have become independent in

women.

understanding art and science of sourcing,

We provide numerous beneﬁts to build a

processes, technology (application tracking

productive and happy environment:

system) and in assessments (interviewing -right

• Cashless hospitalization beneﬁts

candidate for right job and at right cost).

• Group Personal Accident and
Term Life Insurance

Last year, Best Estimate model was introduced by

• In-house doctors, counsellor, dieticians

the corporate operations group by which the

• Gymnasium with instructor

recruitment effort was brought in line with

• Stress Management Programs

revenue prediction by the business unit. The

• On premise recreation facilities

systems and processes were upgraded to bring in

• Canteen

the rigor and effectiveness of business alignment.

• Financial Reimbursement for external

This BE model has been very successful and this

certiﬁcations

has helped to hire the right people to the right job

• Flexi working hours

at the right time thus reducing the overall cost of
hiring.

Geo wise headcount distribution
Region

Count

Percentage

Australia

1

0%

Europe

783

11%

India

5918

80%

JKC

124

2%

SEA

63

1%

South America

19

0%

US and Canada

465

6%

6.7 Talent Acquisition Group (TAG)

One of the unique value propositions that team
TAG came out this year is formation of two teams
namely – Targeted hiring and Strategic hiring
which is a clear demonstration of being agile to
meet stakeholder’s expectations both for
Immediate and future hiring needs.
Targeted hiring focuses on Just in time (JIT) hiring
and fulﬁllment on demands focusing on quick
joiner and relatively lesser experience. On the
other hand, strategic hiring focus was on some
key roles and competencies required like Subject
Matter Experts in our various practices along with
Solution architects, Test Architects, High potential

KPIT continues to grow and expand across

(HiPo’s) candidates with automotive-electronics

geographies, supplemented by our focused hiring

domain. Main objective is to hire for Organization

teams in India and overseas that manage the

ﬁt than Account ﬁt.
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Strategic hiring played a pivotal role in hiring for

evolving more than an ATS, supporting other

critical practices to support the growth of these

stakeholders in HR fraternity / people functions

practices during the year. This experiment helped

apart from team TAG.

in multiple ways, namely – one window for TAG in
stakeholder management, quick decision making,

While we use multiple channels in hiring, we have

proﬁles movement got restricted and

reduced our dependency considerably on Vendors

demonstrated quick Turnaround time.

(Work with vital few) and focusing more on
capability of our own recruiters. This has helped in

Other Unique initiatives that were
executed this year were –
• Team India going global (but being local)
by tapping talent in Europe market for SMEs
and leadership level for Europe
• PMO (Project Management Office) in TAG
function has enabled in driving initiatives and
scaling up in analyzing reports, trend analysis
and corrective action
• Vital few Partners – Vendor (partner) evaluation
process has helped in identifying key partners
who have evolved as our extended arms in the
market helping by identifying talent for KPIT
played pivotal role in JIT (just in time)
• Our Application tracking systems – Talent Ojo is

reducing the cost of hiring as well. In addition, we
also have increased our focus on employee
referral (iRefer). This has proven to be
advantageous in terms of being cost effective and
increased joiner percentage against the offers
made. In addition, a Core team is formed to
rejuvenate employee referral further, with
obtaining feedback from stakeholders and
understanding industry best practices.
The recruitment channel and a balanced mix of
laterals versus campus recruits, forms an
important parameter of our recruitment strategy.
With our vast array of career opportunities and
development programs, we help our new recruits
and interns discover their potential and develop
business knowledge and technological expertise.
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07 Looking Ahead
We had a strong growth in FY20 and were getting

In view of the pandemic, we have considered

ready for a similar growth year in FY21 until things

internal and external information and have

started changing fast towards the end of FY20.

performed sensitivity analysis based on current

The rapid outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID – 19)

estimates, in assessing the recoverability of

has presented an alarming health crisis that the

receivables, unbilled revenues, goodwill, intangible

world is grappling with. The impacts of COVID-19

assets and other ﬁnancial assets. However, the

pandemic are unfolding in real time. The COVID-19

actual impact of COVID-19 on the ﬁnancial

outbreak is expected to have an impact on the

statements may differ from that estimated and

economies of the affected countries and the

we will continue to closely monitor any material

international markets.

changes to future economic conditions.

We have been working on bringing in appropriate

As per our initial assessment there will be

changes in our business model to tackle the

signiﬁcant impact in H1 of FY 2021, and we expect

possible future uncertainties in economic

recovery to commence from Q3 of FY 2021. We

conditions due to the global pandemic and have

have a strong Balance Sheet with over INR 3.8

taken appropriate measures to control our cost

billion net cash balance and negligible debt as at

structure. We will continue to build on the work

the end of FY20. Our collection cycle remains

we have done over the past years to drive

strong with highest level of customer engagement

efficiency in operations and strengthen the

with our strategic customers. We have also taken

foundations of the business.

proactive steps in deferring our medium-term

Since beginning of March, we started working on

capex plans and pulling out levers to manage

business continuity. We enabled our employees to

proﬁtability. We remain conﬁdent of meeting all

work remotely, with an aim to ensure both

our delivery & ﬁnancial commitments in time. With

employee safety and service to customers. We

the exception of a few, we have not seen any

sought necessary approvals from the customers

material changes in production programs, and we

as well as regulatory authorities in various

continue to engage strategically with our

countries. We currently have around 98% of our

customers across the globe.

global staff working from remote locations. While

We believe that Europe, particularly Germany will

direct vehicle sales and manufacturing plants of

bounce back fast paving way for quicker and

our customers were directly impacted, KPIT

strong bounce back, towards the end of FY 2021.

revenue model did not have direct impact since

At this time, we are refraining from giving any

our revenue model is not linked to direct vehicles

guidance for FY 2021 but endeavor to keep on

sold during the year.

updating all the stakeholders on a regular basis.
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